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INTRODUCTION 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Siddha system of medicine is a unique and potent traditional system of 
medicine which focuses light on physical, mental, social, moral and spiritual well 
being of an individual. Siddhars have classified diseases based on the derangement of 
three humors namely Vatham, Pitham and Kabam. Diseases of mankind are classified 
into four thousand four hundred and fourty eight types of diseases. 
 
@neha;eho    neha;Kj dho aJjzpf;Fk; 
tha;eho   tha;g;gr; bray;@   
                                                                  -Thirukkural 
 
As per the above couplet by Sage Thiruvalluvar, diagnosis of diseases is an 
important factor in any system of medicine; unless the diagnosis is correct, however 
good the treatment is, it will end-up in vain not having cleared the clearing the root 
cause.  
 
@ehog;guprk; ehepwk; bkhHptpHp 
kyk;  K:j;jpukpit kUj;J uha[jk;@ 
                                                             -Theraiyar        
  Hence to arrive at the proper diagnosis, Sage Theraiyar   has   explained eight 
types of diagnostic methods in his text, which is called ―Envagai Thervu‖ (Eight 
folded examination). It consists of  examination of  Naadi(Pulse), Sparisam(Touch), 
Naa(Tongue), Niram(Colour), Mozhi(Voice), Vizhi(Eyes), Malam(Faeces)and 
Neer(Urine). Among these eight diagnostic tools, Naadi is considered to be the best 
and reliable factor and the Siddha Physicians were experts in this diagnostic method, 
and perceive the offending problem perfectly, without interrogations. 
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@eho vd;why; ehoay;y euk;gpy; jhnd. 
eykhfj; Jof;fpd;w JojhD ky;y. 
eho vd;why; thjgpj;j rpnyw;gdK ky;y. 
eho vGgj; jPuhapue; jhD ky;y 
eho vd;why; mz;lbuz;lbky;yhk; 
eho vGtifj; njhw;Wj;Js;sha;epd;w 
ehoaJ ahuha;e;J ghh;j;jh uhdhy; 
ehoa[Wk; bghUs; bjhpe;J ehLthnu@. 
-Sathaga Naadi  
  
Naadi is nothing but, manifestation of the vital energy that sustains the life 
within our body. Any variations that occur in the three humors are reflected in the 
Naadi perception. These three humors organize, regularize and integrate basic 
functions of the human body. So Naadi serves as a good indicator of all ailments .The 
Naadi or Pulse can be recorded one inch below the wrist laterally over the Radial 
artery. By keenly feeling for the pulsation, diagnosis, prognosis of disease, signs of 
death and incurability can be assessed clearly. 
Naadi should be felt and sensed by keeping in mind the period, place, age and 
severity of the disease. Physicians as well as the patients had full faith and confidence 
on Naadi since the practice of pulse reading was so perfect. Sage Agasthiyar has 
described the growth of the foetus through Naadi. He propounded the theory of pulse 
in his various texts (about 736 verses in Pathinen Siddhars Naadi Sasthiram). Every 
one of the Siddhars has pointed out the importance of the Naadi and described the 
methods of observations and treatment according to the patterns of the Naadi. Naadi is 
a unique diagnostic method of Siddha system of Medicine. So, the art of pulse is a 
boon for the Siddha physician in finding out the exact nature of diseases without the 
aid of appliances and they mastered and used it successfully.   
 
Naadi based diagnosis also has the advantage of being inexpensive, non-
invasive, and painless desk side quick diagnostic tool. The practitioners ‗feel‘ for a 
certain pattern in the pulse which forms the basis of their diagnosis and the imbalance 
of humors and disease states can be detected in their early stages giving one the 
opportunity to correct them before they affect the quality of life. 
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The most predominant of the degenerated diseases in the world today is 
Vippuruthi/Puttru (Cancer), which ranks second only to cardiovascular disease. In 
Siddha system of medicine, Cancer is defined as Puttru noi, a disease developed in the 
body like a mound over a nest of termites, a destructive social insect of neuropterans 
order. 
Vippuruthi/Puttru (Cancer) is a potentially fatal condition caused mainly by 
environmental factors that mutated genes encoding critical cell-regulatory proteins. 
Vippuruthi/ Puttru (T.V.Sambasivam pillai) are very harmful because all the three 
major humors loose mutual co-ordination and thus cannot prevent proliferation of 
cells, resulting in deadly morbid condition. 
Here, Siddha literature deals with various types of malignancies, mentioned by 
Siddhars. Sage Yugi, used the term Vippuruthi and Dhunmangism in his text Yugi 
vaidhya chinthamani which can be correlated with cancer. Some of other interesting 
texts like Agathiyar Rana Vaithyam, Nagamuni nayanavithi, Agathiyar Nayanavithi 
deal with cancer as Puttru (Naaku puttru, Sevi puttru, Vaai puttru) which are cancer of 
tongue, ear and oral cavity. 
 
Vippuruthi/Puttru (cancer) is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality 
worldwide, with approximately 14.1 million new cases and 8.2 million deaths in a 
year. In developing countries more often result in death generally diagnosed at late 
stage and the resources for early detection and treatment are limited. Hence, the early 
diagnosis and management of patients with cancer is very vital and can be cured if 
diagnosed early. 
In order to determine the effectiveness of Naadi diagnosis of cancer, a small effort is 
made to throw the light over Naadi or pulse Examination. Naadi Examination is 
obviously non costly and can help immensely in picking up a insidious onset of a 
malignant condition on incidental routine examination of Naadi. 
Thus  if  proven and established , it can serve as a powerful tool of early 
cancer detection which can help the patient to take appropriate treatment at the 
appropriate time to get  cured and extend the life time of the patient. It is important to 
diagnose cancer in early stage. Early detection of cancer greatly increases the chances 
for successful treatment. Through early diagnosis and screening we can prevent the 
cancer relegating to metastasis condition of Cancer. Early detection is the key for very 
essential to effectively treating cancer and saving lives of cancer patients. 
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AIM AND OBJECTIVES 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
AIM  
 To Determine and Document the usefulness of Naadi Examination in detecting 
Vippuruthi / Puttru 
 
OBJECTIVE 
 
PRIMARY OBJECTIVE 
 To carry out a blinded examination of Naadi in a randomized group of Cancer 
and Healthy volunteers 
 
SECONDARY OBJECTIVE 
 To find out the Siddha investigation parameters by other Ennvagai thervu, 
Neer kuri, Neikuri , Yakkai illakanam and Manikadai Nool  for  Vippuruthi 
/Puttru 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE – SIDDHA 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
SIDDHA PHYSIOLOGY 
All the existing things in this world and universe around it are made up by the 
five basic elements namely Man (Earth), Neer (Water), Thee (Fire), Kaal (Air)and 
Aagayam (Space) are called the Panja Boothams (Fundamental Elements). These 
elements constituting the human body and other worldly substances are explained as 
Pancheekaranam (Mutual Intra Inclusion). Anyone of these elements cannot act 
independently by itself. They can act only in co-ordination of the other four elements. 
The living creatures and the non-living things are made up of these fiveelements. 
 
¯Ä¸õ Àïº â¾õ 
"¿¢Äõ ¿£÷¾£ÅÇ¢ Å¢Íõ§À¡¨¼óÐõ 
 ¸Äó¾ÁÂì ¸ÓÄ¸õ þÐ. 
       - ¦¾¡ø¸¡ôÀ¢Âõ 
§¾¸õ Àïº â¾õ 
 
"¾Äí¸¡ðÊ þó¾î º¼Á¡É ³õâ¾õ 
 ¿¢Äí¸¡ðÊ ¿£÷ ¸¡ðÊ ¿¢ýÈ¢Îó ¾£ ¸¡ðÊ 
 ÅÄí¸¡ðÊ Å¡ÔÅ¡ø Åû÷ó§¾ þÕó¾Ð 
 ÌÄí¸¡ðÊ Å¡É¢ø ÌÊÂ¡ö þÕó¾§¾ 
      - À¾¢¦½ñ º¢ò¾÷ ¿¡Ê º¡Š¾¢Ãõ. 
As per the above lines the Universe and the Human Body are made of five elements. 
 
A.THE 96 BASIC PRINCIPLES (96 THATHUVAM) : 
According to Siddha system of medicine, ‗Thathuvam‘ is considered as a 
science that deals with basic functions of the human body. Siddhars described 96 
principles as the 
basic constituents of human body that include physical, physiological, psychological 
and intellectual components of an individual. These 96 Thathuvams are considered to 
be the cause and effect of our physical and mental well-being. The Thathuvam is the 
author of the conception of human embryo on which the theory of medicine is based. 
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1. BOOTHAM - 5 (ELEMENTS)  
 Man - Earth 
 Neer - Water 
 Thee - Fire 
 Vaayu - Air 
 Aagayam - Space 
 
2. PORI - 5 (SENSORY ORGANS)  
 Mookku (Nose) - It is a component of Mann bootham 
 Naakku (Tongue) - It is a component of Neer bootham 
 Kan (Eye) - It is a component of Thee bootham 
 Thol (Skin) - It is a component of Vaayu bootham 
 Kadhu (Ear) - It is a component of Aagayam bootham 
 
3. PULAN - 5 (FUNCTIONS OF SENSORY ORGANS)  
 Nugarthal - Smell : It is a component of Mann bootham 
 Suvaithal - Taste : It is a component of Neer bootham 
 Paarthal - Vision : It is a component of Thee bootham 
 Thoduthal - Touch : It is a component of Vaayu bootham 
 Kettal - Hearing: It is a component of Aagayam bootham 
 
4. KANMENTHIRIYAM - 5 (MOTOR ORGANS) 
 Vaai (Mouth) - The speech occur in relation with Space element 
 Kaal (Leg) - The walking take place in relation with Air element 
 Kai (Hands) - Giving and taking are carried out with Fire element 
 Eruvaai (Rectum) - The excreta is removed in association with waterelement 
 Karuvaai (Genital Organ) - Sexual acts are carried out in association with 
earth element 
 
 
5. KARANAM - 4 (INTELLECTUAL FACULTIES)  
 Manam - Thinking about a thing 
 Bhuddhi - Deep thinking or analyzing of the thought 
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 Siddham - Determination to achieve it 
 Agankaaram - Achievement faculty 
 
6. ARIVU - 1 (WISDOM OF SELF REALIZATION)  
 
7. NAADI - 10 (Channels of Life Force responsible for the Dynamics of 
Pranan) 
 Idakalai - Starts from the right big toe and ends at the left nostril. 
 Pinkalai - Starts from the left big toe and ends at the right nostril. 
 Suzhimunai - Starts from moolaathaaram & extend upto centre ofhead. 
 Siguvai - Located at the root of tongue, helps in swallowing food. 
 Purudan - Located in right eye. 
 Kanthari - Located in left eye. 
 Aththi - Located in right ear. 
 Alampudai - Located in left ear. 
 Sangini - Located in genital organs. 
 Gugu - Located in anorectal region. 
 
8. VAYU - 10 (Vital nerve force which is responsible for all kinds of 
movements) 
 PIRANAN (UYIR KAAL)  
This is responsible for the respiration of the tissues, controlling Knowledge, mind 
and five sense organs and digestion of the food taken in. 
 ABANAN (KEEL NOKKU KAAL)  
It lies below the umbilicus. It is responsible for the downward expulsion of stools 
and urine, ejaculation of semen and menstruation. 
 VIYANAN (PARAVU KAAL)  
This is responsible for the motor and sensory functions of the entire body and the 
distribution of nutrients to various tissues. 
 UTHANAN (MAEL NOKKU KAAL)  
It originates at Utharakini. It is responsible for digestion, absorption and 
distribution of food. It is responsible for all the upward movements. 
 NADUKKAAL (SAMAANAN)  
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This is responsible for the neutralization of the other 4 Valis i.e. Piranan, Abanan, 
Viyanan and Uthanan. Moreover it is responsible for the nutrients and water 
balance of the body. 
 NAAGAN  
It is a driving force of eye balls and responsible for their movements. 
 KOORMAN  
It is responsible for the opening and closing of the eyelids and also vision. It is 
responsible for yawning. 
 KIRUKARAN  
It is responsible for the salivation of the tongue and also nasal secretion. 
Responsible for cough and sneezing and induces hunger. 
 DEVATHATHAN  
This aggravates the emotional disturbances like anger, lust, and frustration etc. As 
emotional disturbances influence to a great extent the physiological activities, it is 
responsible for the emotional upsets. 
 DHANANCHEYAN  
Expelled 3 days after the death by bursting out of the cranium. It is responsible for 
edema, plethora and abnormal swelling in the body in the pathological state. 
 
9. ASAYAM - 5 (VISCERAL CAVITIES)  
 Amarvasayam (Reservoir organ): Stomach (digestive organ). It lodgesthe 
ingested food. 
 Pakirvasayam (Digestive site): Small Intestine. The digestion of 
foodseparation and absorption of saaram from the digested food are doneby 
this asayam. 
 Malavasayam (Excretory organ for the solid waste): Large 
Intestine,especially rectum. Responsible for the expulsion of undigested 
foodparts and flatus. 
 Salavasayam (Excretory organ for the liquid waste): Urinary 
Bladder,Kidney. Responsible for the formation and excretion of urine. 
 Suckilavasayam (Genital organs): Place for the formation and growthof the 
sperm and ovum 
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10. KOSAM - 5 (FIVE STATES OF THE HUMAN BODY OR SHEATH)  
 Annamaya Kosam - Physical Sheath (Gastro intestinal system) 
 Pranamaya Kosam - Respiratory Sheath (Respiratory system) 
 Manomaya Kosam - Mental Sheath (Cardio vascular system) 
 Vignanamaya Kosam - Intellectual Sheath (Nervous system) 
 Ananthamaya Kosam - Blissful Sheath (Reproductive system) 
 
11. AATHARAM - 6 (STATIONS OF SOUL)  
 MOOLADHARAM : Situated at the base of the spinal column between 
genital organ and analorifice. Letter ―Xk;‖ is inscribed 
 SWATHITANAM : Located 2 finger above the Mooladharam, (i.e) between 
genital and navalregion. Letter ―e‖ is Inscribed. Earth element attributed to 
this region. 
 MANIPOORAGAM :Located 8 finger above the Swathitanam, (i.e) at the 
naval center. Letter ―k‖ is inscribed. Element is water. 
 ANAKATHAM : Located 10 finger above Manipooragam, (i.e) location of 
heart. Letter ―rp‖ is inscribed. Element is Fire. 
 VISUTHI : Located 10 fingers above the Anakatham (i.e) located in throat. 
Letter ―t‖ is inscribed. Element is Air. 
 AAKINAI : Located between two eyebrows. Element is Space. Letter ―a‖ is 
inscribed. 
 
12. MANDALAM - 3 (REGIONS)  
 Thee Mandalam (Agni Mandalam): Fire Region found 2 fingers width 
above the Mooladharam. 
 Gnayiru Mandalam (Soorya Mandalam): Solar Region, located with 4 
fingers width above the umbilicus. 
 Thingal Mandalam (Chandra Mandalam): Lunar Region, located at the 
center of two eye brows. 
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13. MALAM - 3 (THREE IMPURITIES OF THE SOUL): 
 AANAVAM : This act makes clarity of thought, knowing power of the soul, 
yielding to the Egocentric consciousness like ‗I‘ and ‗Mine‘ considering 
everything is to hisown. 
 KANMAM: Goes in collusion with the other two responsible for incurring 
Paavam (the Sin) and Punniyam (virtuous deed). 
 MAYAI : Climbing ownership of the property of someone else and inviting 
troubles. 
 
14. THODAM - 3 (THREE HUMOURS)  
 VALI (VATHAM):  It is creative force, formed by Vaayu & Aakaya 
bootham 
 AZHAL (PITHAM):  It is protective force, formed by Thee bootham 
 IYYAM (KABAM) :  It is destructive force, formed by Mann & Neer 
bootham 
 
15. EADANAI - 3 (PHYSICAL BINDINGS)  
 Porul Patru - Material Bindings 
 Puthalvar Patru - Offspring Bindings 
 Ulaga Patru - Worldly Bindings 
 
16. GUNAM - 3 (THREE COSMIC QUALITIES)  
 Sathuva Gunam (Characters of Renunciation or Ascetic Virtues): The 
grace, control of sense, wisdom, penance, generosity, excellence, silence and 
truthfulness are the 8 traits 
 Raso Gunam (Characters of Ruler): Enthusiasm, wisdom, velour, virtue, 
offering gift, art of learning and listening are the 8 traits 
 Thamo Gunam (Carnal and Immoral Characters): Immortality, lust, 
killing laziness, violation of justice, gluttonousness, falsehood, forgetfulness 
and fraud 
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17. VINAI - 2 (ACTS) : 
 Nalvinai- Good Acts 
 Theevinai - Bad Acts 
18. RAGAM - 8 (THE EIGHT PASSIONS) : 
 Kaamam - Desire 
 Kurotham - Hatred 
 Ulobam - Stingy 
 Moham - Lust (Intense or Sexual desire Infatuation) 
 Matham - Pride (The feeling of respect towards yourself) 
 Marcharyam - Internal Conflict 
 Idumbai - Mockery 
 Ahankaram - Ego 
 
19. AVATHAI - 5 (FIVE STATES OF CONSCIOUSNESS)  
 NINAIVU: Wakefulness with the 14 karuvikaranathigal (5 pulan, 5 
kanmaenthiriyam and 4 karanam) and feels the good and sad things. 
 KANAVU:Dreams. In these 10 karuvi karanathigal (5 pulan, 5 
kanmaenthiriyam) except karanam present in the neck. 
 URAKKAM: Sleep. The state in which hearing and seeing can‘t explained to 
others. The respiration present in the heart. 
 PERURAKKAM: Repose (Tranquil or Peaceful State). The seevaanma 
stands in the naabi, producing the respiration. 
 UYIRPADAKKAM: Oblivious of Surroundings. The seevaanma goes to 
moolathaaram and produce insensibility. 
UYIR THATHUKKAL: 
The physiological units of the Human body are Vali (Vatham), Azhal (Pitham) 
and Iyyam (Kabam). They are also formed by the combination of the five elements. 
 Vaatham = Vali+Aagayam : Creative force 
 Pitham = Thee + Force of preservation 
 Kabam = Man+Neer : Destructive force 
As per the above lines the Universe and the human body are made of 
fiveelements. These three humours are in the ratio 1:½:¼ in equilibrium or 
Normalcondition, they are called as the Life forces. 
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SITES OF UYIR THATHUKKAL: 
¦À¡í¸¢Â ¨¾óÐìÌû ¦À¡øÄ¡¾Ð þõ ãýÚõ¾¡ý 
¾í¸¢Â Å¡Ô ºÁòòý Á¸¡Å¡¾õ 
Àí¸¢Â ÅýÉ¢Â¡ø ÀÌó¾Ð ¿ø¨ÄÔõ 
ÀÌó¾ ºÄò¾¢ø À¡º¢ìÌõ ¿ø¨ÄÔõ 
ÅÌó¾ þõãýÈ¡ø ÅÇ÷¾Ð §¿¡¦ÂøÄ¡õ 
«Ìó¾Ð ¾¡ÉÈ¢óÐ «ÇÅ¢ð¼ §Â¡¸¢¸û 
Á¸¢úó§¾ Â¢¾¢ø ¿¢ýÈ ÁÂì¸õ «È¢Å¡§È" 
-À¾¢¦½ñ º¢ò¾÷ ¿¡Ê º¡Š¾¢Ãõ. 
FORMATION OF UYIR THATHUKKAL : 
"¾¡Ð Ó¨È¦Â ¾É¢þ¨¼ Å¡¾Á¡õ 
§À¡ÐÚ À¢ý¸¨Ä Ò¸ýÈÐ À¢ò¾Á¡õ 
Á¡Ð ÍÆ¢Ó¨É ÅÆí¸¢Îõ ³ÂÁ¡õ 
´Õ Ó¨È À¡÷òÐ ¯½÷ó¾Å÷ º¢ò¾§Ã" 
-À¾¢¦½ñ º¢ò¾÷ ¿¡Ê º¡Š¾¢Ãõ. 
"¯½÷ó¾ «À¡Éý ¯Úõ «ó¾ Å¡¾ò¾¢ø 
Ò½÷ó¾ À¢Ã¡½ý ÒÌõ «ó¾ô À¢ò¾ò¾¢ø 
«¨½ó¾ ºÁ¡Éý «¼íÌõ ¸Àò¦¾¡Î 
þ¨½ó¾¢¨Å ãýÚìÌ ±Îò¾ÌÈ¢ ´ý§È" 
-À¾¢¦½ñ º¢ò¾÷ ¿¡Ê º¡Š¾¢Ãõ 
 Vali = Abanan+Idagalai 
 Azhal = Piranan+Pinkalai 
 Iyyam = Samanan+Suzhimunai 
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I. VALI (VATHAM) : 
 NATURE OF VALI : 
Vali is soft, fine and the temperature (coolness and hotness) could befelt by touch. 
 SITES OF VALI : 
"¦¿Ç¢ó¾¢ð¼ Å¡¾ÁÀ¡Éò¨¾ô ÀüÈ¢ 
¿¢¨Èó¾¢¨¼¨Âî §º÷óÐó¾¢ì ¸£§Æ ¿¢ýÚ 
ÌÇ¢ó¾¢ð¼ ã¼ÁÐ¡ ¦¼ØóÐ ¸¡Áì 
§¸¡ÊÂ¢¨¼¨Âô ÀüÈ¢¦ÂØí Ì½ò¨¾ô À¡§Ã 
Ì½Á¡É ¦ÅÖõ¨À§Áü ¦È¡ì¨¸ ¿¡Ê 
¿¢½Á¡É ¦À¡Õò¾¢¼Óõ §Ã¡Áì ¸¡Öõ 
¿¢¨ÈÅ¡¸¢ Á¡í¸¢º¦Áø Ä¡õÀÃóÐ" 
- ¨Åò¾¢Â º¾¸õ 
 
According to Vaithya sathakam, vali dwells in the following places: They are 
Umbilicus, rectum, faecal matters, abdomen, anus, bones, hip joint, navel plexus, 
joints, hair follicle and muscles. 
 
"«È¢ó¾¢Îõ Å¡¾ Á¼íÌ ÁÄò¾¢É¢ø" 
- ¾¢ÕãÄ÷ 
"¿¡¦ÁýÈ Å¡¾òÐì ¸¢ÕôÀ¢¼§Á §¸Ç¡ö 
 ¿¡À¢ìÌì ¸£¦ÆýÚ ¿Å¢Ä Ä¡Ìõ" 
        - ä¸¢ ÓÉ¢Å÷ 
 
According to Sage Thirumoolar and Yugi muni, the places of vatham are the anus and 
below the naval region. 
 
 
 PROPERTIES OF VALI : 
"´ØíÌ¼§É ¾¡§¾ú ãî§º¡í¸¢ þÂí¸ 
±Øîº¢¦ÀÈ ±ôÀ½¢ÔÁ¡üÈ ±Øó¾¢Ã¢Â 
§Å¸õ ÒÄý¸ÙìÌ §ÁÅî ÍÚÍÚôÒ 
Å¡¸Ç¢ìÌõ Á¡ó¾÷ìÌ Å¡Ô" 
- º¢ò¾ ÁÕòÐÅ¡í¸ ÍÕì¸õ 
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 FUNCTIONS OF VALI : 
1. To stimulate the respiration 
2. To activate the body, mind and the intellect. 
3. To expel the fourteen different types of natural reflexes. 
4. To activate seven physical constituents in functional co- ordination. 
5. To strengthen the five sense organs. 
In the above process Vatham plays a vital role to assist the body functions. 
 
II. AZHAL (PITHAM): 
 NATURE OF AZHAL : 
The nature of Azhal is atomic. It is sharp and hot. The ghee becomes watery, 
salt crystallizes and jaggery melts because of heat. The heat of Azhal is 
responsible for many actions and their reactions. 
 SITES OF AZHAL: 
According to vaithiya sathagam, the pingalai, urinary bladder, stomach, 
stomach and heart are the places where Azhal sustains. In addition to the 
above places, the umbilicus, epigastria region, stomach, sweat, saliva, blood, 
essence of food, eyes and skin are also the places where Azhal sustains. Yugi 
muni says that the Azhal sustains in urine and the places below the neck. 
 PROPERTIES OF AZHAL: 
Azhal is responsible for the digestion, vision, maintenance, of the body 
temperature, hunger, thirst, taste etc. Its other functions include thought, 
knowledge, strength and softness. 
 FUNCTIONS OF AZHAL 
1. Maintenance of body temperature. 
2. Produces reddish or yellowish colour of the body. 
3. Produce heat energy on digestion of food. 
4. Produces sweating. 
5. Induces giddiness. 
6. Produces blood and the excess blood are let out. 
7. Gives yellowish coloration to the skin, eyes, faeces and urine 
8. Produce anger, heat, burning sensation, inaction and determination. 
9. Gives bitter or sour taste. 
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 TYPES OF AZHAL 
1. Aakkanal - Anala pitham or Pasaka pitham -The fire of digestion. It lies 
between the stomach and the intestine and causes digestion and dries up the 
moist ingested substance. 
2. Vanna eri – Ranjaga pitham - Blood promoting fire.  The fire lies in the 
stomach and gives red colour to the chyme and produces blood. It improves 
blood. 
3. Aatralanki – Saathaga pitham -The fire of energy. It gives energy to do the 
work. 
4. Nokku Azhal – Alosaga pitham – The fire of Vision. It lies in the eyes and  
causes the faculty of vision. It helps to visualizethings.  
5. Ul oli thee – Prasaka pitham – The fire of brightness. It gives colour, 
complexion and brightness to the skin. 
 
III. IYYAM (KABAM): 
 NATURE OF IYYAM : 
Greasy, cool, dull, viscous, soft and compact are the nature of Iyyam. 
 SITES OF IYYAM : 
Head, tongue, eyes, nose, throat, thorax, bone, bone marrow, joints, 
blood, fat, sperm and colon are the seats of Iyyam. It also lies in the stomach, 
spleen, the pancreas, chyle and lymph. 
 PROPERTIES OF IYYAM : 
Stability, greasiness, formation of joints, the ability to with stand 
hunger, thirst, sorrow and distress are the qualities. It also helps towithstand 
sufferings. 
 FUNCTIONS OF IYYAM : 
Greasiness, strength, roughness, knowledge, cool, growth, heaviness of 
bone, restriction of joint movements, pallor, indigestion, deep sleep and to 
have a sweet taste in tongue are the function of Iyyam. The skin, eyes, faces 
and urine are white in colour due to the influence of Iyyam. 
 TYPES OF IYYAM : 
1. Ali iyyam – Avalambagam : Heart is the seat of Avalambagam. It 
controls all other types of Iyyam. 
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2. Neerpi iyyam - Kilethagam: Its location is stomach. It gives moisture & 
softness to the ingestedfood. 
3. Suvai kaan iyyam - Pothagam: Its location is tongue. It is responsible for 
the sense of taste. 
4. Niraivu iyyam – Tharpagam:  It gives coolness to the vision. 
5. Ondri iyyam – Santhigam:  It gives lubrication to the bones particularly 
in the joints. 
 
THE UDAL THATHUKKAL (PHYSICAL CONSTITUENTS): 
Udal Thathukkal is the basic physical constituents of the body. They are also 
constituted by the Five Elements. 
1. Saaram: This gives mental and physical perseverance. 
2. Senneer : Imparts colour to the body and nourishes the body 
3. Oon: It gives shape to the body according to the physical activity and covers 
the bones. 
4. Kozhuppu: It lubricates the joints and other parts of the body to function 
smoothly. 
5. Enbu  : Supports the frame and responsible for the postures andmovements of 
the body. 
6. Moolai: It occupies the medulla of the bones and gives strength andsoftness to 
them. 
7. Sukkilam/ Suronitham: It is responsible for reproduction. These are the 
seven basic constituents that form the Physical Body. The Bones are 
predominantly formed by the Earth component, but other elements are also 
present in it. All the three humuors Vali, Azhal and Iyyam present in this 
7constituents.  
 
The intake food converted to udal thaadhu in which the intake food is 
converted to saaram in the first day, and then it converted to chenneer in the 
second day, oon, kozhuppu, enbu, moolai and sukkilam/ Suronitham 
respectively in the following days. So in the seventh day only the intake food 
goes to the sukkilam/suronitham. 
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UDAL THEE (FOUR KINDS OF BODY FIRE) : 
There are four kinds of body fire. They are Samaakkini, Vishamaakkini, 
Deekshaakkini and Manthaakkini. 
1. SAMAAKKINI (BALANCED DIGESTIVE FIRE): The digestive fire is 
called as Samaakkini. This is constituted by SamanaVayu, Anala Pitham and 
Kilethaga Kapham. If they are in normal proportion then it is called as 
Samakkini. It is responsible for the normal digestion of the food. 
2. VISHAMAAKKINI (TOXIC DIGESTION): Due to deranged and 
displaced Samana Vayu, it takes a longer time for digestion of normal food. It 
is responsible for the indigestion due to slow digestion. 
3. DEEKSHAAKKINI (ACCENTUATED DIGESTION): The samana vayu 
rounds up the Azhal, which leads to increased Anala Pitham, so food is 
digested faster. 
4. MANTHAAKKINI (SLUGGISH DIGESTION): The samana vayu rounds 
up the Iyyam, which leads to increased KilethagaKapham. Therefore food is 
poorly digested for a very longer period and leads to abdominal pain, 
distention heaviness of the body etc. 
 
THINAI: 
There are five thinai (The Land) 
1. Kurinchi - Mountain 
2. Mullai - Forest 
3. Marudham - Agricultural land 
4. Neidhal - The coastal area 
5. Paalai – Desert 
 
KAALAM: 
Ancient Tamilians had divisions over the year into different seasons know as 
Perumpozhudhu and likewise in the day, it is known as Sirupozhudhu. 
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 PERUMPOZHUDHU: 
The year is divided into six seasons. They are, 
1. Kaarkalam 
2. Koothir 
3. Munpani 
4. Pin pani 
5. Ilavenil 
6. Mudhuvenil 
 
 SIRUPOZHUDHU: 
The day has been divided into six yamams of four hours each. They are maalai 
(evening), Idaiyammam (Midnight), Vaikarai (Dawn), Kaalai (Morning), Nannpakal 
(Noon), Erpaddu (Afternoon). The each perumpozhuthu and sirupozhuthu is 
associated with the three humours naturaly. 
 
FOURTEEN NATURAL REFLEXES / URGES: 
The natural reflexes excretory, protective and preventive mechanisms are 
responsible for the urges and instincts. They are 14 in number, 
1. Vatham (Flatus) 
2. Thummal (Sneezing) 
3. Siruneer (Micturition) 
4. Malam (Defecation) 
5. Kottavi (Act of yawning) 
6. Pasi (Sensation of hunger) 
7. Neer vetkai (Sensation of thirst) 
8. Erumal (Coughing) 
9. Ellaipu (Fatigue) 
10. Thookam (Sleep) 
11. Vaanthi (Vomiting) 
12. Kanneer (Tears) 
13. Sukkilam (Semen) 
14. Suvasam (Breathing) 
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These natural reflexes are said to be an indication of normal functioning of our 
body. A proper maintenance should be carried out and they should not be restrained 
with force. 
 
THE ASTROLOGY: 
 
MACROCOSM AND MICROCOSM: 
Man is said to be microcosm, and the world is macrocosm; because what exist 
in the world exist in man. Man is an integral part of universal nature. The forces in the 
microcosm (man) are identical with the forces of the macrocosm (world). The natural 
forces acting in and through the various organs of the body are intimately related to 
the similar or corresponding forces acting in and through the organism of the world. 
This closely follows the Siddhars doctrine 
 
"«ñ¼ò¾¢ ÖûÇ§¾ À¢ñ¼õ 
À¢ñ¼ò¾¢ ÖûÇ§¾ «ñ¼õ 
«ñ¼Óõ À¢ñ¼Ó ¦Á¡ý§È 
«È¢óÐ ¾¡ý À¡÷ìÌõ §À¡Ð" 
- ºð¼ÓÉ¢ »¡Éõ 
 
ASTRAL INFLUENCES  
All influences that come from the sun, planets and stars act on human bodies. 
Moon exercises a very bad influence over the disease in general, especially during the 
period of new moon. Examples are paralysis, brain affections, dropsy, and stimulation 
of sexual passions. Mars causes women‘s suffering from want of blood and nervous 
strength. A conjugation of the moon with other planets such as Venus, mars, etc may 
make her influence still more injurious. The 8th place from the laghanam deals about 
ones age, chronic disease, death etc. 
 
“ÝÃ½¡õ ¸¡ÄÁ¢Õò¾¢§Â¡Î ±ð¼¡õ 
Ð¨ÈÄì¸¢É¡¾¢Ôõ ÜÊÊø 
À¡ÃÁ¡õ ¸øÄ¡¸¢ÛÁ þÊ§ÂÛõ 
ÀðÎ þÈó¾¢ÎÅ¡ý ÁüÈ¢ýÉõ 
§ºÃ§Å «ð¼Á¡¾¢ ¿£ºò¾¢ø 
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¦ºÈ¢óÐ ÀýÉ¢ÃñÎ Ú ±ðÊø 
Å£ÃÁ¡õ ¸Õí§¸¡û §¿¡ì¸§Å ÌýÁ 
Å¢Â¡¾¢Â¡ð Å¢ÂÁ¨¼ó¾¢ÎÅý" 
- §º¡¾¢¼ «Äí¸¡Ãõ 
 
In the organisms of man, these forces may act in an abnormal manner and cause 
disease. Similarly in the great organism of the cosmos they may act abnormally 
likewise and bring about disease on earth and its atmospheric condition like 
earthquake, storms etc. The mars invisibly influence human‘s blood constituents. The 
Venus makes love between two persons of the opposite sex. The following are the 
instances in which every sign of the Zodiac has towards some particular parts of the 
body. 
 
1. ACCORDING TO T.V.S DICTIONARY 
1. Aries - To the neck 
2. Taurus - Neck and shoulder 
3. Gemini - Arms and hands 
4. Cancer - Chest and adjacent parts. 
5. Leo - The heart and stomach 
6. Virgo - The intestine, base of stomach and umbilicus 
7. Libra - Kidney 
8. Scorpio - Genitals 
9. Sagittarius - Lips 
10. Capricorns - Knees 
11. Aquarius - Legs 
12. Pisces – Feet 
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2. ACCORDING TO LITERATURE THIRUVALLUVAR PERIYA 
SUNTHARA 
SEKARAM: 
1. Mesam - Head 
2. Risabam - Face 
3. Mithunam - Neck 
4. Kadagam - Shoulder 
5. Simmam - Chest 
6. Kanni - Side of body 
7. Thulam - Posterior trunk (muthugu), stomach 
8. Virutchigam - Testis 
9. Thanusu - Thigh (thudai) 
10. Magaram - Knee 
11. Kumbam - Calcanium 
12. Meenam – Foot 
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SIDDHA PATHOLOGY 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
KUGARANA NILAI IN SIDDHA MEDICINE 
This is the first medical system to emphasis health as the perfect state of 
physical, psychological, social and spiritual component of human being. The 
condition  of the human body in which the dietary habits, daily activities and the 
environmental influence keep the three humors in equilibrium is considered as healthy 
living. 
DISEASE 
Disease is also known by other names viz sickness, distemper, suffering and 
ailment, distress of mind, chronic disease and dreadful illness. 
CHARACTRISTICS FEATURE OF DISEASE 
Diseases are of two kinds 
1. Pertaining to the body 
2. Pertaining to the mind according to the variation of the three humors. 
CAUSES OF DISEASE 
Excepting the disease caused by our previous births, the disease is normally 
caused by our food habits and actions.  This has been rightly quoted in the following 
verses by Sage Thiruvalluvar, 
  ― நிகினுங் குற஫னினும் ந஥ோய்செய்ப௅ம் த௄ந஬ோர் 
  ய஭ிப௃த஬ோ சயண்ணின ப௄ன்று‖ 
 
The food and actions of a person should be in harmony with the nature of his 
body. Any increase or decrease in a humor viz. Vatham, Pitham, Kabam leads to the 
derangement of the three humors. The acceptance of food means the taste and quality 
of the food eaten and a person‘s ability to digest. ‗Actions‘ mean his good words, 
deeds or bad actions. According to Thiruvalluvar, the disease is caused due to the 
increase or decrease of three humors causing the upset of equilibrium. 
So disease is a condition in which there is derangement in the five elements, 
which alters the three humors, reflected in turn in the seven physical constituents. The 
change could be an increase or decrease in the humors. This shows the following 
signs as per vitiation of the individual humor. 
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QUANTITATIVE CHANGES OF UYIR THATHUKKAL 
 
Table : 1- QUANTITATIVE CHANGES OF UYIR THATHUKKAL 
 
S.no. HUMOUR INCREASED DECREASED 
1 VALI 
(Vatham) 
Wasting, blackish discoloration, 
affinity to hot foods, tremors, 
distended abdomen, constipation, 
weakness, insomnia, weakness in 
sense organs, giddiness and 
laziness. 
Body pain, feeble voice, and 
diminished capability of the brain, 
decreased intellectual Quotient, 
syncope and increased kaba condition. 
2 AZHA 
(Pitham) 
 
Yellowish discoloration of 
conjunctiva, skin, urine and feces, 
polyphagia, polydypsia, dyspepsia, 
burning sensation all over the body 
and decreased sleep. 
Loss of appetite, cold, pallor and 
features of  increased kabam. 
3 IYYAM 
(Kabam) 
Loss of appetite, excessive 
salivation, diminished activity, 
heaviness, pallor, cold, decreased 
physical constituents, dyspnea, 
flatulence, cough and excessive 
sleep. 
Giddiness, dryness of the joints and 
prominence of bones. Profuse 
sweating in the hair follicles and 
palpitation. 
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Udal Thathukkal  
 
Table-2.Changes of Udal thathukkal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
UDAL 
THATHUKKAL 
 
INCREASED 
 
DECREASED 
 
 
SAARAM 
Loss of appetite, excessive salivation, 
diminished activity, heaviness, pallor, 
cold, decreased physical constituents, 
dyspnea, flatulence, cough and 
excessive Sleep. 
Dryness of skin, tiredness, 
loss of weight, lassitude and 
Irritability while hearing 
louder sounds. 
 
 
SENNEER 
Boils in different parts of the body, 
splenomegaly, tumors, pricking pain, 
loss of appetite, haematuria, 
hypertension, reddish eye and skin, 
leprosy and  jaundice. 
Affinity to sour and cold 
food, nervous, debility, 
dryness and 
Pallor. 
 
OON 
Tubercular adenitis, venereal diseases, 
extra growth around neck, cheeks, 
abdomen, thigh and genitalia. 
Lethargic sense organs, pain 
in joints, muscle wasting in 
mandibular region, gluteal 
region, penis and thighs. 
 
KOZHUPPU 
Identical feature of increased flesh, 
tiredness, dyspnea on exertion, extra 
musculature in gluteal region, external 
genitalia, chest, abdomen and thighs. 
Loins pain, splenomegaly 
and emaciation. 
 
ENBU Excessive ossification and dentition 
Joint pain, falling of teeth, 
falling and splitting of hairs 
and nails. 
 
MOOLAI 
Heaviness of the body and eyes, 
swollen 
Inter phalangeal joints, oliguria and 
non-healing ulcers. 
Osteoporosis and Blurred 
vision. 
 
SUKKILAM 
(OR) 
SURONITHAM 
Increased sexual activity, urinary calculi 
Dribbling of sukkilam / 
suronitham or senner during 
coitus, pricking pain in the 
testis and inflammed& 
contused external genitalia. 
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Table: 3- SUVAIGAL 
TASTES DISEASES DUE TO HIGH INTAKE 
Inippu 
Develops obesity, excessive fat, increased mucous 
secretion, indigestion, diabetes, cervical adenitis, 
increased kabam and its diseases 
Pulippu 
Develops nervous weakness, dull vision, giddiness, 
anemia, dropsy, dryness of tongue, acne, blisters etc.
  
Uppu Ageing, hair loss, leprosy, dryness of tongue, debility 
Kaippu 
Increased dryness of tongue, defected 
Spermatogenesis, body weakness, dyspnoea lassitude, 
tremor, back and hip pain. 
Kaarppu 
Dryness of tongue, generalized malaise, tremor, back 
pain, lassitude etc. 
Thuvarppu 
Abdominal discomfort, chest pain, tiredness, impotency, 
vascular constriction, constipation, dryness of tongue etc. 
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Table: 4- KAALAM 
KAALAM (Season) KUTTRAM STATE OF KUTTRAM 
1. Kaarkaalam 
(Rainy) 
Aavani – Puratasi 
(Aug 16 – Oct 15) 
Vatham ↑↑ 
Pitham ↑ 
Kabam (--) 
Ectopic escalation 
In situ escalation 
Restitution 
2. KoothirKaalam 
(Post rainy) 
Iypasi –Karthigai 
(Oct 16 – Dec 15) 
Vatham (--) 
Pitham ↑↑ 
Kabam (--) 
Restitution 
Ectopic escalation 
Restitution 
3. MunpaniKaalam 
(Winter) 
Markazhi – Thai 
(Dec 16 – Feb 15) 
Vatham (--) 
Pitham (--) 
Kabam (--) 
Restitution 
Restitution 
Restitution 
4. PinpaniKaalam 
(Post winter) 
Masi – Panguni 
(Feb 16 –Apr 15) 
Vatham (--) 
Pitham (--) 
Kabam ↑↑ 
Restitution 
Restitution 
In situ escalation 
5. ElavenirKaalam 
(Summer) 
Chithirai – Vaikasi 
(Apr 16 – Jun 15) 
Vatham (--) 
Pitham (--) 
Kabam ↑↑ 
Restitution 
Restitution 
Ectopic escalation 
6. MudhuvenirKaalam 
(Post summer) 
Aani – Aadi 
(Jun 16 – Aug 15) 
Vatham ↑ 
Kabam (--) 
In situ escalation 
Restitution 
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Table: 5- THINAI 
THINAI LAND HUMORS 
1. Kurinchi 
Mountain and its 
surroundings - Hilly terrain 
Kabam 
2. Mullai 
Forest and its surroundings - 
Forest ranges 
Pitham 
3. Marutham 
Farm land and its 
surroundings - Cultivable 
lands 
All three humors are 
inEquilibrium 
4. Neithal 
Sea shore and its adjoining 
areas, Coastal belt 
Vadham 
5.  Paalai 
Desert and its surroundings 
Arid zone 
All three humors are 
Affected 
 
 
ALTERATION IN REFLEXES (14Vegangal) 
There are 14 natural reflexes involved in the physiology of normal human 
being. If willfully restrained or suppressed, the following are resulted. 
1. Vatham (Flatus): This urge should not be suppressed. If it is suppressed it 
leads to chest pain, epigastric pain. Abdominal pain, ache, constipation, 
dysuria and indigestion predominate. 
2. Thummal (Sneezing):  If restrained, it leads to headache, facial pain, low 
back pain and neurotic pain in the sense organs. 
3. Siruneer (Urine): If restrained, it leads to urinary retention, urethral ulcer, 
joint pain, pain in the penis, gas formation in abdomen. 
4. Malam (Feces):  If restrained, it leads to pain in the knee joints, headache, 
general weakness, flatulence and other diseases may also originate. 
5.  Kottavi (Yawning): If restrained, it leads to indigestion, leucorrhoea, and 
abdominal disorders. 
6. Pasi (Hunger): If restrained, it leads to the tiredness of all organs, emaciation, 
syncope, apathetic face and joint pain. 
7. Neervetkai (Thirst): If restrained, it leads to the affection of all organs and 
pain may supervene. 
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8. Kaasam (Cough): If it is restrained, severe cough, bad breath and heart 
diseases will be resulted. 
9. Ilaippu (Exhaustiveness): If restrained, it will lead to fainting, urinary 
disorders and rigor. 
10. Nithirai (Sleep): All organs will get rest only during sleep. So it should not be 
avoided. Disturbance will lead to headache, pain in the eyes, deafness and 
slurred speech. 
11. Vaanthi (Vomiting):  If restrained, it leads to itching and symptoms of 
increased Pitham. 
12. Kanneer (Tears): If it is restrained, it will lead to Sinusitis, headache, eye 
diseases and Chest pain. 
13. Sukkilam (Semen): If it is restrained, there will be joint pain, difficulty in 
urination, fever and chest pain. 
14. Suvasam (Breathing): If it is restrained, there will be cough, abdominal 
discomfort and Anorexia.      
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DIAGNOSTIC METHODOLOGY 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The methodology of diagnosing disease in Siddha system shows uniqueness in 
its principle. The principle comprises of examination of Tongue, Complexion, 
Modulation in speech, inspection of eyes and findings by palpation. It also includes 
examination of Urine and Stool. The reinforcement of Diagnosis is based on Naadi 
(Pulse) examination. All these together constitute ‗Envagaithervugal‘ which forms the 
basis of diagnostic methodology in Siddha system of Medicine.  
These stools not only help in diagnosis but also to observe the prognosis of the 
disease and for reassuring the patient and to be informed about the nature of diseases. 
Besides these Envagaithervugal there are some other parameters in Siddha system 
which are greatly helpful in diagnosing various disease, they are Madikadai nool 
(Wrist circummetric sign) and Soditham (Astrology). 
Envagai thervugal (Eight fold examination) 
  “஥ோடி ஧ரிெம் ஥ோ஥ி஫ம் சநோமியிமி 
  ந஬ம் ப௄த்திபம் நருத்துயபோப௅தம்” 
  “சநய்கு஫ி ஥ி஫சதோ஦ி யிமி஥ோயிருந஬ம் றகக்கு஫ி” 
        -நதறபனர் 
 
The eight methods of diagnosis are Naadi (Pulse), Sparisam (Palpation), Naa 
(Tongue), Niram (Color), Mozhi (Voice), Vizhi (Eyes), Malam (Feces) and Neer 
(Urine). 
 
NAADI (Examination of pulse) 
The pulse Diagnosis is a unique method in Siddha Medicine. The pulse should 
be examined in the right hand for male and the left hand for female. The pulse can be 
recorded at the radial artery. By keenly observing the pulsation, the diagnosis of 
disease as well as its prognosis can be assessed clearly. 
Naadi is nothing but the manifestation of the vital energy that sustains the life 
with in our body. Naadi plays an most important role in Envagaithervu and it has be 
considered as foremost thing in assessing the prognosis and diagnosis of various 
diseases. Any variation that occurs in the three humors is reflected in the Naadi. These 
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three humors organize, regularize and integrate basic functions of the human body. 
So, Naadi serves as good indicator of all ailments. 
஥ோடி ஧ோர்க்கும் யறக  
―இடுசநன்஫ ஥ோடிகள்஧ோர்க்கும் யறகறனக்நகளு 
 ஋ன்஦சயன்஫ோல் ஥டுயிபல் ஥ீயிப்஧ின்ந஦ 
அடுசநன்஫ அடுத்தயிபல் நநோதிபநோம் யிபற஬ 
 அப்஧ந஦ இளுத்த஧ின்பு சுண்டுயிப஬ிளுத்து 
உடுசநன்஫தூண்டுயிப ஬ிளுத்து அப்஧ோல் 
 உத்தசதோரு அங்குட்ட யிபற஬஥ீ யிக்கபத்தில் 
஧டுசநன்஫ ெநீனோதி அங்கு஬நநோ தள்஭ி 
 ஧ோர்தயிட ப௄ன்றுதபம் சுபம்஧ோர்க்கும் யறகநன 
யறக஋ன்஦ யோதநது எண்ணறபனோம் ஧ித்தம் 
 ய஭றநசனோன்று அய்னங்கோல் ய஭நோய்஥ிற்கில் 
஧றகனில்ற஬ ஥ோடிகளுந் சதோந்த நில்ற஬ 
 ஧ண்஧ோன்சுகசபோெருரூ஧க் கூறுசெோன்ந஦ன்‖ 
-அகத்தினர் க஦க நணி 100 
Naadi is felt by  
 Vali      - Tip of index finger 
 Azhal   - Tip of middle finger 
 Iyyam  - Tip of ring finger 
ப௄யறகப௅ம் நோத்திறப அ஭வும் 
―யமங்கின யோதம் நோத்திறப என்஫ோகில் 
யமங்கின ஧ித்தம் தன்஦ில் அறபயோெி 
அமங்கும் க஧ந்தோன் அடங்கிநன கோந஬ோடில் 
஧ிமங்கின ெயீர்க்குப் ஧ிெசகோன்று நில்ற஬நன― 
-ந஥ோய் ஥ோடல் ப௃தல் ஧ோகம் 
The pulse is measured in wheat/grain expansile heights. The normal unit of pulse 
diagnosis is 1 for Vali (Vaadham), ½ for Azhal (Pitham) and ¼ for Iyyam (Kabam). 
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஥ோடி஥றட 
―யோகி஬ன்஦ங் நகோமி நனிச஬஦ ஥டக்கும் யோதம் 
஌கின யோறநனட்றட னிறயசன஦ ஥டக்கும் ஧ித்தம் 
ந஧ோகின தயற஭ ஧ோம்பு ந஧ோ஬யோம் நெத்துநந்தோன்‖ 
-ந஥ோய்஥ோடல் ப௃தல் ஧ோகம் 
 
Compared to the gait of various animals, reptiles and birds.  
  Vali     - Movement of Swan and peacock 
  Azhal  - Movement of Tortoise and Leech 
  Iyyam - Movement of Frog and Serpent 
 
SPARISAM (Examination by touch) 
ந஥னப௃டந஦ யோதத்தின் நதெந்தோனும் 
 ந஥ர்றநனோய்க் கு஭ிர்ந்து ெி஬ யிடத்திந஬ தோன் 
நோனப௃டனு ட்டணப௃ந் துடிதுடிப்பு 
 நறுவுத஬ோம் ஧ித்தத்தின் நதகந் தோனும் 
நதோனநய வுட்டணநதோனிருக்குந் சத஭ியோய் 
 நெத்துநத்தின் நதகநது கு஭ிர்ந்திருக்கும் 
஧ோன சதோந்த நதகநது ஧஬யோ஫ோகும் 
 ஧ரிந்து சதோட்டுத் நதகத்றதப் ஧ோர்த்துப் ந஧நெ 
                            -கண்ணுெோநி ஧பம்஧றப றயத்தினம் 
 
 
In Vali disease, some regions of the body felt chill and in some areas they are hot.  
 In Azhal disease, we can feel heat.  
 In Iyya disease, chillness can be felt.  
 In Thontham diseases, we can feel altered sensations. 
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NAA (Examination of tounge) 
஧஬நோ஦ ருெின஫ிப௅ம் ஥ோயின் கூற்ற஫ப் 
 ஧கர்கின்ந஫ன் யோதநபோகி னின்஫ன் ஥ோவு 
க஬நோக சயடித்து கறுத்திருக்கு நட்ந஧ோல் 
 கண்டு சகோள்யோய் ஧ித்தநபோகினின்஫ன் ஥ோவு 
஥஬ப௃஫ ெியந்து ஧ச்சென்஫ிறுக்கும் ஥ட்஧ி஬ோ 
 ெிந஬த்துநநபோகி னின்஫ன் ஥ோவு 
த஬நத஦ிலுற்஫ப௃தி நனோர்கள் செோன்஦ 
 தன்றநனடி தடித்து சயளுத்திருக்கும்஧ோநப 
                       -கண்ணுெோநி ஧பம்஧றப றயத்தினம் 
 
In Vali derangement, tongue will be cold, rough, furrowed and tastes pungent. 
In Azhal, it will be red or yellow and bitter taste will be senced. 
In Iyyam, it is pale, sticky and sweet taste will be lingering. 
In depletin of Thontham, tounge will be dark with raised papillae and dryness. 
 
NIRAM (Examination of complexion) 
ப௄ன்஫ோகும் யோத஧ித்த ெிந஬த்து நத்தோல் 
 நிகுந்தப௃஫த் சதோந்தித்த நபோகி நதகம் 
நதோன்஫ோத ெதீன வுஷ்ணங் கோ஬ப௄ன்றுந் 
 சதோகுத்நதன்னோன் திநபகத்தி ஦ி஫த்றதக் நகளு 
ஊன்஫ோத யோதவுடல் கறுத்துக் கோணும் 
 ஊரின஧ித்த ப௃டல் ெியப்புப் ஧சுறநகோணும் 
ந஧ோன்஫ோத றயனவுடல் சயண்றந நதோன்றும் 
 ச஧ோருந்துந் சதோந்த நபோகவுடற் கியற்ற஫சனோக்கும் 
                         -கண்ணுெோநி ஧பம்஧றப றயத்தினம் 
In Vali, Azhal and Iyyam variations, the colour of the body will be dark, yellow or red 
and fair respectively. 
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VIZHI (Examination of Eyes) 
―உண்றநனோய் கண்கு஫ிப்஧றதக் நகள் யோதம் 
 உற்஫யிமி கறுத்துச஥ோந்து ஥ீறுங் கோணும் 
தண்றநனி஬ோப் ஧ித்தநபோகி னின்஫ன் கண்கள் 
 ெோர்஧ோகப் ஧சுறநெியப் ந஧றுங்கோணும் 
யண்றநனி஬ோ றயனநபோகி யிமிகள் தோனும் 
 ய஭நோ஦ சயண்றந஥ி஫ நநதோ ஥ோதம் 
திண்றநனி஬ோத் சதோந்தநபோகி னின்஫ன் கண்கள் 
 தடீ்டுயோய் ஧஬஥ி஫சநன் ஫ற஫ன ஬ோநந 
                       -கண்ணுெோநி ஧பம்஧றப றயத்தினம் 
In Vali disease the tears are darkened. 
 In Azhal disease tears are yellow. 
 In Iyya disease tears are whitish in colour 
 In Thontha disease the tears are multi coloured. 
 In Vali disease there will be excessive tears (epiphora).  
 In disturbance of all three humors, eyes will be inflamed and reddish. 
MOZHI (Examination of voice) 
஧ோர்ப்஧தோன் யோதநபோகி னின்஫ன் யோர்த்றத 
 ஧க்குயநோய்ச் ெநெத்த நோனிருக்கும் 
நெர்ப்஧துதோன் ஧ித்தநபோகினின்஫ன் யோர்த்றத 
 செப்஧க்நகோ஭ ச஧஬த்துநந ப௅஫த்திருக்கும் 
஌ற்஧துதோன் ஍னநபோகி னின்஫ன் யோர்த்றத 
 சன஭ிதோகச் ெிறுத்திருக்குநினல்஧தோகும் 
நகெற்கநய னிம்ப௄ன்றுந் சதோந்தநோகில் 
 கூெோநற் ஧஬யிதநோய் ந஧சுயோநப 
                               -கண்ணுெோநி ஧பம்஧றப றயத்தினம் 
In variation of Vali, Azhal and Iyyam the voice will be medium, high and shrill / low 
pitched respectively. By the voice, the strength of the body can be assessed. 
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MALAM (Examination of feces) 
எக்குநந யோத ந஥ோய் ந஬த்றதப் ஧ோர்க்கில் 
 உகந்த ந஬ம் கறுகிநன கறுத்திறுக்கும் 
நிக்க஧ித்த ந஥ோய்ந஬த்றத ப௅ற்று ஧ோர்க்கில் 
 நிகுந்த ெியப்புடன் ஧சுறந தோனும் நதோன்றும் 
றநகுயற஭ நோந஦நக ற஭ன நபோகம் 
 ந஬நதுதோன் சயண்றந஦ி஫ நோனிறுக்கும் 
஧க்குயநோ னிம்ப௄ன்றுந் சதோந்திப் ஧ோகில் 
 ஧கருநின் ஥ி஫ங்கள் யறக ஧ரிந்து கோணும் 
   - கண்ணுெோநி ஧பம்஧றப றயத்தினம் 
In excacerbatedVali, faces is hard, dry and black in colour. 
In Azhal vitiation, it is yellow. 
In Iyyam disturbances it is pale. 
In Thondham, it is mixture of all colours. 
 
MOOTHIRAM (Examination of urine) 
ஏங்கின யோதத்நதோர்க்கு ஥ீர்யிழுங் குணந்தோ த௃றபக்கின்஫ 
 பூங்சகோடி கறுத்து ச஥ோந்து ெிறுத்துடன் ச஧ோருநி யழீும் 
஧ோங்குடன் ஧ித்ததநதோர்க்கும் ஧ெின ஥ீர் ெியந்து கோட்டி 
 ஌ங்கநய கறுக்கதோக ஋ரித்துடன் கடுத்து யழீும் 
யழீுநந ெிந஬ற்஧஦த்நதோர் ஥ீர்க்குணம் யி஭ம்஧க் நக஭ோய் 
 ஥ோளுநந சயளுத்துற஫ந்து ஥஬ம்ச஧஫ யழீுங்க ண்டோய் 
யோள்யிமி நோந஦சதோந்த நபோகநோ஦ிடர்க்குந் தோந஦ 
 தோளு஥ீர் ஧஬஥ி஫ந்தோ ச஦஦நய ெோற்஫ி ந஦ோநந 
                            -கண்ணுெோநி ஧பம்஧றப றயத்தினம் 
In Vali disease the urine is darkened. 
 In Azhal disease it is reddish in colour. 
 In Iyya disease it is whitish in colour. 
 In Thontha disease it is multi coloured. 
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நதபர் ஥ீர்கு஫ி, ச஥ய்கு஫ி 
―அருந்துநோ஫ிபதப௃ம் அயிநபோதநதோய் 
அஃகல் அ஬ர்தல் அகோ஬வூன் தயிர்ந்தமற் 
குற்஫஭யருந்தி உ஫ங்கி றயகற஫ 
ஆடிக்க஬ெத் தோயிநன கோது ச஧ய்  
சதோருப௃கூர்த்தக் கற஬க்குட்஧டு ஥ீரின் 
஥ி஫க்கு஫ி ச஥ய்க்கு஫ி ஥ிறுநித்தல் கடந஦‖ 
                                -  நதறபனர் 
Theraiyar, one of the renowned authors of Siddha medicine described urine 
examination and stages of health. He had explained about the colour and consistency 
of the urine in vitiated humor and disease (Neerkuri). He also emphasized the 
spreading nature of a single drop of oil on the surface of the urine indicating the 
imbalance of specific dosha and prognosis of disease (Neikkuri).  
Neerkuri 
―யந்த ஥ீர்க்கரி ஋றட நணம் த௃றப ஋ஞ்ெச஬ன் 
ற஫ந்தினலு஭யறய னற஫குது ப௃ற஫நன‖ 
Five characters of urine has to be examined. Those are colour, consistency, odour, 
foam and deposits. 
 
Colour of the urine:  
Normal urine is straw colored and odourless. The time of the day and food 
taken will have an impact on the colour of the urine. 
 
 
Colour of the urine in diseased condition 
Yellow colour (Similar to straw soaked water)  -  Indigestion 
Lemon colour       -  Good digestion 
Reddish yellow      -  Heat in body 
Colour similar to flame of forest red or flame coloured      -  Excessive heat 
Colour of saffron       -  Extreme heat 
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Neikkuri 
அபசய஦ ஥ீண்டி஦ஃ நகயோதம் 
ஆமிந஧ோல் ஧பயின் அ.ஃநத ஧ித்தம் 
ப௃த்சதோத்து ஥ிற்கின் சநோமியதன் க஧நந 
                                 -நதபன் ஥ீர்கு஫ி ச஥ய்கு஫ி 
 
The spreading pattern of oil drop is the indicative of Vali, Azhal and Iyyam diseases. 
Aravu (Snake Pattern of spread) indicates Vali disease, 
Aazhi (Ring Pattern of spread) indicates Azhal disease. 
Muthu (Pearl Pattern of spread) indicates Iyya disease. 
In Neikkuri, the rapid spread of oil drop; Pearl beaded and Sieve type of 
spreading pattern indicates incurable state of the disease. From this, we can assess the 
prognosis by the Neikkuri.  
 Indications of spreading pattern of oil 
 Lengthening   -  Vali 
Splits     -  Azhal 
Sieve     -  Iyyam 
Stands as a drop   -  Poor prognosis 
Slowly spreads   -  Good prognosis 
Drop immerses into Urine -  Incurable disease 
 
MANIKKADAI NOOL (Wrist circumetric sign)  
According to the PathinenSiddharNaadinool, Manikadainool is also helpful in 
diagnosis. This manikkadainool is a parameter to diagnose the disease by measuring 
the circumference of the wrist by means of a thread and then expressing it in terms of 
patient‘s finger breadths. By this measurement the disease can be diagnosed. 
 
Manikadainool inference  
 (Ref: Agathiyarsoodamanikayarusoothiram) 
When the Manikkadainool is 11 fbs, the person will be stout and he will live a healthy 
life for many years. When the Manikkadainool measures between 4 & 6, it indicates 
poor prognosis of disease and the severity of the illness will be high and it leads to 
death. 
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Measurement Possible conditions 
10 fbs - Pricking pain in chest and limbs, gastritis and ulcer result. 
9 ¾ fbs - Fissure, dryness and cough will be resulted. 
9 ½ fbs - Odema, increased body heat, burning sensation of eye, fever, Mega 
noi & Anorexia. 
9 ¼ fbs - Dysuria, Insomnia, Sinusitis and Burning sensation of Eye. 
9 fbs -  Impaired hearing, pain around waist, thigh pain, unable to walk. 
8 ¾  fbs - Increased body heat, skin disease due to toxins, abdominal 
discomfort, cataract, sinusitis. 
8 ½ fbs - Leucorrhoea, venereal disorder and Infertility will occur. 
8 ¼ fbs - Stout and painful body. Headache, Sinusitis and toxins induced 
Cough. 
8 fbs-  Abdominal discomfort, gastritis, anorexia & venereal   diseases. 
7 ¾ fbs - Piles, burning sensation of limbs, headache, numbness occur. Within 
2 years cervical adenitis and epistaxis results. 
7 ½ fbs - Osteoporosis, abdominal discomfort, burning sensation of eyes, 
increased body temperature. Within 6 days all the joints of the limbs presents a 
swelling. 
7 ¼ fbs - Lumbar pain, increased pitha in head, anemia, eye pain, odema and 
somnolence 
7 fbs- Pitham ascends to head, haemetemesis, phlegm, burning sensation of 
limbs and constipation. 
6 ¾ fbs -Eye ache, dizziness, testis disorder. Within 3 years it causes anuria, 
pain and burning sensation over limbs, facial sweating results. 
6 ½ fbs - Thirst, anorexia, increased body heat and vatham results. 
6 ¼ fbs -Diarrhea, belching, vomiting and mucous dysentery 
 
6 fbs-  Reduced weight, phlegm in chest. It results in death within 20 days. 
5 ¾ fbs- Delirium, dizziness, loss of consciousness. It results in death even if 
the patient takes gruel diet 
5 ½ fbs - Severity of illness is increased. Toxins spread to the head. Tooth 
darkens. Patient will die in 10 days. 
5 ¼ fbs- Patient seems to be sleepy and death results on the next day. 
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5 fbs- Pallor and dryness of the body. Kabam engorges the throat and the 
person will die. 
4 ¾ fbs- Dryness of tongue and tremor present. Patient will die in 7 days. 
4 ½ fbs - Shrunken eyes, odema will present and death results in 9 days. 
4 ¼ fbs - Tremor, weakness of limbs and darkening of face occurs. Finally 
death results in two days. 
4 fbs- Pedal odema will be present. Patient will die in 5 days. 
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                                REVIEW OF LITERATURE- NAADI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A. THE PHILOSOPHY OF NAADI. 
NAADI (Examination of pulse) 
DEFINITION: 
―Naadi Parisodhanai‖ is a unique diagnostic method in Siddha system of Medicine. 
Naadi is nothing but the manifestation of the vital energy that sustains the life with in 
our body. Naadi is the most important diagnostic tool in Envagaithervu and it has 
been considered as the foremost thing in assessing the diagnosis and prognosis of 
various diseases. Any variation, which occurs in the three humors is reflected in the 
Naadi. These three humors organize, regularize and integrate basic functions of the 
human body. So, Naadi serves as good indicator of all ailments. 
@eho vd;why; ehoay;y euk;gpy; jhnd. 
eykhfj; Jof;fpd;w JojhD ky;y. 
eho vd;why; thjgpj;j rpnyw;gdK ky;y. 
eho vGgj; jPuhapue; jhD ky;y 
eho vd;why; mz;lbuz;lbky;yhk; 
eho vGtifj; njhw;Wj;Js;sha;epd;w 
ehoaJ ahuha;e;J ghh;j;jh uhdhy; 
ehoa[Wk; bghUs; bjhpe;J ehLthnu@. 
                                                                                               - Sadhaga Naadi. 
This poem states that, Naadi is not just the waves caused by the 
hemodynamics in the blood vessels; Naadi is not only Vatham, Pitham and Kapham; 
Naadi is not only the total number of 72000 blood vessels; Naadi means an elaborate 
science that expands as it were throughout the world, cosmos with the seven kinds of 
transmigration.  If one goes to search for it he  can understand correctly what Naadi is. 
Naadi means Thathu. It is three fold as Vatham, Pitham and Kapham. It 
indicates the pulse perceived in triple differentiation over the blood vessels. The word 
Naadi indicates to include all the ten Naadi components.Thathu means Aadhi or 
Moolam. The word Thathu means Aadhi (Primitive) or (origin).the word Thathu will 
indicate both Thathus governing the soul and the body.     
The phenomenon which causes the soul to sustain in thephysical body is called 
Naadi or Thathu.The Naadi is called in several terms as Seevasakthi, Seevathathu, 
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Thathu, Naadi, Seevan, Aanma, Seevaathama, Aathma Naadi, Aathmasakthi, and 
Guru Naadi. 
 The Life which dwells in the body is called Guru Naadi.The Seevasakthi 
divides into three and get 3 gunas and guards the soul as well as the body in an 
inseparable manner. The three are Vali, Azhal, Iyyam combined with 3 gunas and 
they perform three kinds of functions in the body namely Creation, Protection and 
Destruction. These three divisions are represented by Vayu, Theyu and Appu and 
three gunas are Sathuvam, Rajasam and Thamasam. 
 
SEEVASAKTHI DOES THREE FUNCTIONS: 
@Fwpaha; tyf;fu’; Ftpe;j bgUtpuy;. 
 twpah ajd;fPH; itj;jpL K:tpuy; 
gphptha; nkywpg; bgyj;jJ thjkhk; 
 mwptha; eLtpu ykh;e;jjJ gpj;jnk@ 
@gpj;jj;jpd; fPnH g[uz;l ijakhk;. 
 cw;Ww;Wg; ghh;f;fnthh; euk;ng nahoLk; 
gj;jpj;j K:tUk; gha;fpd;w ntfj;jhy; 
 kj;jpj;j ehsk;nghy; tH’;Fk; euk;gpnj@ 
                                                             -Thirumoolar naadi 
The Radial artery over the radius bone exhibits the pulse. Index, Middle and 
ring fingers have to be placed over the radial artery one inch near the wrist where the 
pulse will be felt. The ratio ofthe expansile amplitude of Vali, Azhal and Iyyam are 
1:1/2:1/4 which is what the Siddhars have devised. If this ratio is maintained, both the 
body and mind will be healthy. The fingers are the tools for measuring the pulse. 
 
Above said concept has been explained clearly in the couplet of Agasthiyar 
Naadi as follows: 
@fhpKf doia thH;j;jpf; ifjdpy; ehoghh;f;fpy; 
 bgUtpuy’;Fyj;jpy; gpoj;jo eLnt bjhl;lhy; 
xUtpu nyhoy;thj Kah;eL tpuypw; gpj;jk;  
 jpUtpuy; K:d;wpnyhoy; nrj;Jkeho jhnd@/ 
                                                                                   -Agasthiyar Naadi  
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After bowing to the Almighty, if you feel the pulse on the hand one inch 
below the thumb through the three fingers, the first finger indicates Vatham; the 
middle finger indicates Pitham and the third finger indicates Kapham. 
 On the wrist, one inch below the thumb, place three fingers namely the index 
finger, middle finger and the ring finger; the pulse can be recorded one inch below the 
wrist laterally over the radial artery. The pulse felt by the index finger indicates 
Vatham; the pulse felt by the middle finger indicates Pitham; and the pulse felt by the 
ring finger indicates Kabam or Slethumam. The three fingers should be pressed and 
released frequently and simultaneously during pulse reading to feel the exact 
condition of the Naadi.Thus the different pulses are felt differentially in the same 
vessel. 
 The flow of blood in the vessel creates waves in the blood stream. The soul or 
the life factor indicates the nature of the body through the pulse in three different 
maathirai. 
Naadi is felt by  
 Vali  - Tip of index finger 
 Azhal  -  Tip of middle finger 
 Iyyam  -  Tip of ring finger 
 
THE MEASURE OF THE NAADI 
@tH’;fpa thjk; khj;jpiubahd; whfpy; 
 jH’;fpa gpj;je;jd;  dpyiu thrp 
mH’;F’; fge;jh dl’;fpna fhnyhoy; 
 gpw’;fpa rPth;f;Fg; gprbfhd;W kpy;iy 
                    -Gunavagada Naadi           
If the maathirai or measure of the Vatha  Naadi is one; Pitha Naadi is half of 
Vatham, and the Kapha Naadi is quarter of Vatha, there is no disease to occur in 
human beings. 
The measure of Vali, Azhal and Iyyam are 1:1/2:1/4 according to the Siddhars. 
The measure of Vatham is one; the measure of Pitham is half; the measure of Kapham 
is quarter.So, for a healthy person, the Naadi of Vatham will be one, Pitham will be 
half and Kapham will be quarter. 
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MAATHIRAI-DEFINITION 
 The one maathirai indicates the measure of one full wheat grain measure of 
pulse amplitude as per Kannusamiyam text and some authors feel that one maathirai 
is defined as the time taken for one second. But according to the Siddha literature, 
maathirai is the time taken by the pulse to swell and shrink to the size of a full wheat 
grain. 
 
EXAMINATION OF NAADI 
@ghh;f;fnt ifgpoj;Jeho jd;idg; 
 gfh;e;jplnt bel;ilaJ th’;fpg; gpd;D”; 
nrh;f;fnt kzpf;fl;L nky jhfr; 
 rpwg;g[lnd ehojd;id tpuyhw; fhz 
jPh;f;fnt aGe;jpg;gpd; jsh;j;jp najhd; 
 jpwKlnk tpuy;fisa[ khwp khwp. 
Mf;fnt ehojidg; ghh;g;gh ahdhy; 
 mg;gnd ehoeil bjhpa[k;jhnd@/ 
-Vaidya sara sangiragam 
For Naadi Parisothanai, both the physician and the patient should be seated in 
comfortable place  
             As regards methodology, first the elbow of patient should be lightly flexed to 
the left and wrist slightly bent to the left with the fingers extended and  patient ‗s left 
hand  is held gently with the physician‘ s  left hand and  the pulse is felt with right 
hand  index  , middle and ring fingesr keeping in  1 inch close opposition over the 
radial bone near wrist  
            The physician should examine by applying and releasing pressure alternately 
over Naadi, so as to assess the condition of the three humors without ambiguity. 
 When the physician wants to feel the pulse of the patient‘s left hand, he should 
use his right hand. While feeling the pulse, the index finger feels Vatham, the middle 
finger Pitham and the ring finger Kabam. 
 When Vatham increases unduly, vatha diseases will be manifested, and the 
Pitham and Kabam correspondingly. Moreover, the pulse felt by the thumb and the 
little finger is called the Bootha Naadi. The pulse felt by all the five fingers is called 
collectively Pancha Naadi or Pancha bootha Naadi. 
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 The art and skill of pulse reading could be acquired and mastered by constant 
observation in patients,as  pulse reading is considered more important in diagnosis. 
 
GENESIS OF NAADI 
1. @,Ug;ghd eho vGgnjh Ouh 
 apuh khd njfj;jpy; Vyg; ?bgUeho 
 xf;fj rkj; bjhHpiy a{f;fjr tha[f;fs; 
 jf;fgo bad;nw rhUk;@/ 
2/ rhUe;jr ehojd;dpy; K:yk;  K:d;W 
 ngUkplk; gp’;fiya[k; gpd;dYld; khWk; 
 ciuf;ftpuw; fhw;bwhl; Lzh;j;Jnk ehrp 
 tiur;RHpnah ikaj;jpy;te;J @/ 
3/ @te;jfiy K:d;wpy; tha[th kghdDld; 
 je;j gpuhzd; rkhdDk; ? re;jKwf; 
 Tl;Lwt[nurpj;jy; cWk;thjk; gpj;jk; 
 ehl;L’; fgnkahk; ehL@/ 
4/ ehL kplfiy ehdhd;F a’;Fykha;  
 XLnk gp’;fiya[ Ka;agj;? njhouz;L 
 nghf eLr; RHpnah nghw;wt[ ghaKkha;g; 
 ghfk; gfph;e;jpLnk ghh;@/ 
                                                               -Kannusamiyam 
There are totally 72,000 Naadis in the body. Among them,Ten naadis called 
Peru Naadi are important. They are otherwise called Dhasa Naadi. Among the ten 
Naadis,the three namely Idakalai,Pingalai and Suzhimunai  are important in 
stimulating other ones. These three Naadis are stimulated by the three vayus namely 
apanan,pranan and samanan,the principle vatham is created by the interaction of 
idakalai with Apana vayu.So also by the  Pingalai with  prana vayu,the principle of 
pitham is created.By the reaction of Suzhimunai by the vayu samanan,the principle of 
kapham is created. 
The Idakalai starts from the left nostril and extends upto 16 inches. The 
Pinkalai starts from the right nostril and the exhalation extends upto 12 inches .The 
Suzhimunai is in between the above two. This is the reason why the measure of 
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Vatham is one mathirai, the measure of pitham is half, and the measure of kapham is 
one quarter. 
THE IMPORTANT PLACES WHERE NAADI CAN BE FELT 
The pulse is manifested in all the 72,000 vessels. But ten places are mentioned 
as prominent sites to feel the pulse (Naadi). They are  
(1) Hands 
(2) Neck  
(3) Genital organs  
(4) Medial side of the ankles 
(5) Above the level of the big toe of the foot, etc.  
Among this BrahmaMunisays that the pulse felt in the hands are best. 
According to Thirumoolar, the pulse may be felt on the following 10 places.  
1. Inner side of Kuthikkal (Ankle)  
2. Genitals 
 3. Umbilicus 
 4. Chest 
 5. Ears 
 6. Nose 
 7. Neck  
8. Hands 
 9. Eye brows 
 10. Centre of the scalp.  
But all Siddhars says that pulse on the hands is the best to feel. 
The above pulse sites are mentioned in the following stanzas. 
@Th;e;jplnt fd;dkJ fHpapw; whDk; 
 Fwpg;ghd iffspYk; kh;k!;jhde; jd;dpy; 
rhh;e;jplnt fqf;fhyp Dl;g[ wj;jpy; 
 rhh;thfg; bgUtpuw;fhy; nky jhf 
njh;e;jplnt ehojid a[gnah fpf;fj; 
 bjspthf khe;jUf;Fr; brg;g yhr;R 
ngh;e;jplnt rfYf;F’; fuj;jp dho 
ngrpdhh; gpukKdp ngrp dhnu@ 
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@jhJKiwnfs; jdpj; jFjpr; re;njhL 
 XJW fhkpa Ke;jpbeL khh;g[ 
fhJ beLK:f;Ff; fz;lk; fuk;g[Utk; 
 nghJW Kr;rpg[fH; gj;Jk; ghh;j;jpnl@/ 
                                                                       - Thirumoolar 
@ngh;e;jplnt rfyUf;F’; fuj;jp dho 
 ngrpdhh; gpukKdp ngrpdhnu@/ 
@mwpat[e;jp thjkL gpj;je; jhDk; 
 mwpa[eL khh;gpy; td;ik ? Fwpf;Fnk 
IaKa Ur;rpaz;L epiyah’; Fzug; 
 igaf; fuk;gw;wpg; ghh;@.  
                                                                 - Kannusamiyam 
 
The pulse felt below the thumb on the wrist is easily palpable.The radial artery 
lies superficially in the wrist.  Hence, it is easily palpable against the radial bone. So, 
with three fingers, one inch below the thumb and wrist on the hand, the three Naadi 
namely Vali, Azhal and Iyyam are palpable. 
 
THE SEAT OF VATHAM, PITHAM AND KAPHAM ACCORDING TO 
 VAIDYA SARASANGRAHAM 
@brg;g[ Ke;jp rpija[k; thjepiy 
xg;g[ khh;g[ Kija[k; gpj;jepiy 
fg;g[Kr;rp fHW ikaepiy 
bka;g;g[ khKdp kPz;L Kiuj;jnj@/ 
 From the  Anus to umblicus - Vatham seated. 
 From  the umblicus upto the chest -Pitham seated. 
 From the chest to the scalp-Kapham seated. 
NAADI NADAI: 
@thfpdpyd;d’;nfhHp kapbyd elf;Fk; thjk; 
 Vfpa thikal;il apitbad elf;Fk; gpj;jk; 
nghfpa jtisghk;g[ nghythk; nrj;Jke;jhd; 
 Mfpa eho K:d;Wk; kh;e;jpow; rd;dpahnk@. 
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@Mfpa thjeho ad;dk;nghw; Fapiyg;nghYk; 
 Vfpagpj;jeho vHpyhik al;il nghYk; 
nghfpa rpny&;k ehobghy;yhj jtis ghk;g[nghYk; 
 ghFld; Kdpth;jhKk; ghodhh; ehojhnd@ 
Compared to the gait of various animals, reptiles and birds. 
  Vali -  Gait of Swan and peacock 
  Azhal -           Gait of Tortoise and Leech 
  Iyyam -  Gait of Frog and Serpent 
The Siddhars have compared the movement of time of gaits of living beings with that 
of the pulses. The gaits of peacock, swan, hen, chameleon, nightingale and stork or 
crane are likened to Vatha pulse. 
 
Table: 6- Naadi Nadai in Male and Female: 
Naadi Male Female 
Vatham Mayil,annam,kozhi Sarppam 
Pitham Aamai,attai Mandookam 
Kapham Thavalai Annam 
 
NAADI - RIGHT SIDE FOR MALES AND LEFT SIDE FOR FEMALES: 
   @nfsg;gh g[UlUf;F tyJ ifiaf; 
    fpUiga[ld; jhd;gpoj;J bel;il th’;fp. 
   Nsg;gh bgUtpunyh u’;Fyj;Jg; ghh;f;f 
    Rfkhf K:tpuyh yGj;jpg; ghh;f;f 
   thsg;gh Kjy;tpuny thj eho 
    td;ika[ld; eLtpuny gpj;j eho 
   nfsg;gh mzptpuny nrj;Jk eho  
    jpwkhf epd;dwp thw;bwspe;J fhnz@. 
 
@ghh;f;fnt bgz;LfSf; fplJ gf;fk;@ 
       -Paripoorna nadi 
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 For all persons, the pulse can be studied in both hands. But for males, pulse 
should be felt on the right side; for females felt on the left side and for eununchs 
hermaphrodites on either one side. 
 In the literature it is said that the navel region points upwards for females and 
downwards for males. For this reason, it is considered that the pulse in male and 
female should be read as said in the previous paragraphs (III Volume-Anuboga 
Vaidya Parama Ragasiyam) 
@ntbdd;w gj;Jbkhd;wha; kdJ’; To 
 nktpatd; fye;Jte;J tpGFk; nghJ 
khbdd;w bksdgu trnk ahthd; 
 kUt[fpd;w bgz;qf;F Kiwjhd; nfns@ 
                                                          -Pindorpathi 
@Kiwahd bgz;zhqk; bksd Kw;why; 
 nkhrkpy;iy fUt’;nf jhpf;Fk; ghU 
epiwahd tyj;njhoy; MnzahFk; 
 neuhf ,lj;njhoy; bgz;nz ahFk; 
ciwahd fUg;igapy; Rf;fpykha;g; gha 
 cj;jknd Rnuhzpje;jh Diwe;J bfhs;Sk;@ 
During coitus, the eleven principles namely Gnanendriyam, Kanmendriyam 
and the mind should be united. At that time, when the breathing operates through the 
right nostril, the child born will be male. If the breathing conducts through the left 
nostril, the child born would be female. If it passes through the nostrils common on 
Suzhimunai, the child will be a eunuch or hermaphrodite. Accordingly, the organs of 
the child will also be formed differently. Hence, it is substantiated that the right and 
left side pulse thereof might be different. 
AN IMPORTANT NOTE BEFORE PULSE READING 
 The season 
 The country or the place  
 The age of the patient and  
 The physique of the patient.  
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The state of Vatham, Pitham and Kabam should be noticed. The states of the Naadis 
are         
1. 1.Thannadai (Natural state)  
2. 2.Puranadai(Vitiation) 
3. 3.Kuthithal(Jumping) 
4. Kilaithal(Ramification) 
5. Kathithal (Rising)  
6. Thullal (Leaping) 
7. 7.Azhunthal (To become hard)  
8. 8.Paduthal (Lying posture)  
9. 9.Kalaththal (Agitating)  
10. 10.Munnokku (Tending forward) 
11. 11.Pinnokku (Tending backward)  
12. 12.Pakkanokkal(Tending side ward) 
13. Suzhalal (Swinging around).  
The above positions of Naadi should be learnt from a learned Guru and by experience. 
The Sasthras on Naadi should be studied well and the differences of single Naadi and 
mixed Naadi should be ascertained. Experience should be gained in this aspect, 
otherwise it will be difficult to read the pulses properly. 
 
The definition of different vitiations of Vatham, Pitham and Ayyam 
1. If Vatha Naadi is doubled, that is the Maathirai is 2 in number, it is called 
vatham in vatham, vatha mikuthi, vatham kathithal, vatham meeri nadaththal 
etc. 
2. If Pitha Naadi is in double its maathirai, it is called Pitha mikuthi, Pitham 
kathithal, Pitham meeri nadanthal, Pitham in Pitham. 
3. If Iyya Naadi is in double its maathirai, it is called Iyyam mikuthi, Iyyam 
Kathithal, Iyyam meeri nadanthal and Iyyam in Iyyam. 
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The definition of Thontha Naadi and the proportion of maathirai in Thontha Naadi 
1. Vatha Pitha Thontham : (Mixing of Vali and Azhal) : If the Vatha Naadi is 
in two maathirai and Pitha Naadi is more than its normal and upto double 
i.e. (1/2-1) the pulse is called  Vatha Pitha thontham. 
2. Vatha Iyya Thontham: Vatha Naadi will be in two maathirai and Iyya 
Naadi will be more than its normal and upto double i.e. (1/4-1/2). It is 
called  Vatha Iyya thontham. 
3. Pitha Vatha Thontham: Pitha Naadi will be in one maathiri and Vatham 
will be more than its normal upto double i.e. (1-2). It is called  Pitha Vatha 
thontham. 
4. Pitha Iyya Thontham: Pitha Nadi will be in double its maathirai and Iyya 
Naadi will be more than its normal and upto ½ maathirai. (i.e.1/4-1/2) and 
this is called Pitha Iyya thontham 
5. Iyya Vatha Thontham: 
Iyya Naadi will be in ½ maathirai and Vatha Naadi will be more than 
one maathirai but below 2. This condition is called  Iyya Vatha thontham. 
6. Iyya Pitha Thantham: Iyya Naadi will be in ½ Maathirai. as where Pitha 
Naadi will be more than half maathirai but within one maathirai. This 
Naadi is called Iyya Pitha thontham. 
     @jhbdd;w thjkhj; jpiujh dpuz;L 
            jg;ghJ gpj;jkJ jhbdhd; nwwpy;. 
      ntbdd;w thj gpj;je; bjhe;jpg; ghFk; 
            kpFthj kpuz;L”;rpnyj; Jkbkhd;whfpy; 
      Cbdd;w thjikae; bjhe;jpg; ghFk; 
            cw;wgpj;j kpul;oj;Jiuthj bkhd;W nrhpy; 
      nfhbdd;w gpj;jKld; thj”; nrh;j;Jf 
            bfhz;ljpe;jnuhf bkdf;Tnw@/ 
 
@TWntd; gpj;jkhj; jpiuapuz; lhfpy;;  
           bfhoarpnyw; gdbkhd; Wjpf;F khfpy;. 
    JhWntd; gpj;jrpnyj; Jke;jh bdd;Wk;. 
           Jy’;Frpnyj; Jkkpuz;L th bkhd;We; 
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njWntd; rpnyj;Jk thje;jh bdd;Wk; 
           rpnyj;Jk kpul;oj;jg; gpj;jbkhd;W nrhpy; 
ntW eP epidahnj rpnyj;Jk gpj;jk;@ 
The above stanzas explain several Thontha naadi. A physician should learn 
and betrained in them by experience. If pitham and Vatham elevate to the level of two 
maathirai each and Vatham in its natural positions of one maathirai it is not 
considered as Thontha naadi. The first naadi in double its maathirai and the other 
Naadi in more than its natural maathirai but below its double elevations should be 
taken into account.To diagnose diseases by pulse and then administering medicines is 
better. 
@Kg;gpzp kUtp Kdpt[bfhs; Fwpg;ig 
         jg;gh jwpa[e; jd;ika[k; thj 
  gpj;jitag; gphpita[kitjhk; 
 Vwp apw’;fp ,ize;Jf; fye;J 
 khwp khwp tU”; braw;ifahw; gpzp 
         neh;ik awpe;J ePl;L kUe;nj 
rPhpajh bkdr; brg;g[th; rpj;jnu@/ 
 
 The natural state of the three Naadis, their increase or decrease, their union or 
separation etc., should be observed minutely before commencing the treatment. 
 The means of estimating the beats of Naadi 
@eho K:d;iwa[k; ehoL’;fhiy 
eLtpuy; ehona ehona fzpg;ghd; 
ew;wtf;FUbtd etpY kiwna@/ 
 When estimating the beats of Naadi, by the three fingers, the Naadi felt by the 
middle finger should be estimated first and then the other two Naadis may be 
compared with the beats of Pitha naadi. 
The means of slackening the disease 
@K:d;wp byhd;Wah;e;jij Kd;duwpe;J 
 Ke;jpajid bahHpj;jpL kUe;jpL 
jzpa[k; nehapd; je;jpu kJnt 
 ngzpf; fzpj;jpod; gpwtha; gpd;Fzk;@/ 
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 As per the above stanza while feeling the beating of pulse (Naadi), the one 
Naadi which is higher than the other two should be studied and immediate treatment 
should be given to quench the severity of symptoms. This will help to avoid 
complications. It is absolutely necessary to diagnose properly and administer 
medicines. 
@kjpj;jplw; fUik tha;e;j 
 khz;ghp fhu bky;yhk; 
Jjpj;jpl t[zh;e;jh ndde; 
 Jfswg;gpzpapd; wd;ik 
gjpj;jpl t[zuh dhfpw; 
 gaDwhdhf yhnd 
tpjpj;jpL gpzpj;jp wj;ij 
 tpsk;g[J Kjw;fz; kd;ndh@ 
- Chikitcha Rathna Deepam 
 
 Though a physician is having so many potential medicines with him, it will be 
futile if the physician is not able to diagnose a disease with the aid of symptoms, 
Naadi and Envagai thervu . 
 
B)  DESCRIPTION OF  NAADI 
According to the seasons, when all the three Naadis are in their natural state, 
no disease would occur and when deviated, diseases will occur. 
The three Naadis namely Vali, Azhal, Iyyam are compared with Brahma, 
Vishnu, and Rudran (Siva) since these Naadis are having the power of Creation 
(Akkal), Protection (Kaathal) and Destruction (Azhithal). 
The state of prominence of the three Naadis on each day 
@jpdfu Dja”; nrUk; thjk; 
 vdthk; ez;gfy; ,aYk; gpj;jk; 
me;jp thpd ailatJ Iak; 
 gpe;jputpd; Kjw; ngRk; thjk; 
,g;go eho gg;gj; jh’;fo 
 ifg;go bry;Ybkd; wwptPh; gplfnu@/ 
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@fhiyapy; thjfho foifapy; gj;jhFk; 
 ghiyapy; gpj;jeho gfUr;rp gj;jhFk; 
khiyahk; nrj;Jkeho kjpg;g[ld; gj;jhFk; 
 thiyah kndhd;kzpf;F tFj;JnkbjhFj;jjhnk@/ 
                                                                                    -Vaidyasaranga sangirakam 
 
During day time, for in 12hrs Vatham will be prominent for four hours from 
sunrise. Pitham will be prominent during the next four hours. Kapham will be 
prominent during the last four hours. The same ratio continues from the sunset upto 
the next morning.(i.e) Vatham – 6 a.m to 10a.m.; Pitham-10 a.m. to 2 p.m.and  
Kabam – 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
The Prominence and effect of the three Naadis during the week 
 If Vatham (Idakalai) attains prominence in the mornings during Monday, 
Wednesday, Friday and Thursday in Sukkila patcham (Waxing moon) the 
body and mind will be healthy. 
 If Pitham (Pinkalai) attains prominence in the mornings during Sunday, 
Tuesday, Saturday and Thursday in Krishna Patcham (Waning moon) the 
body and mind will be healthy. 
  
There is no texual reference regarding the prominence of Kabam Naaadi in the 
morning. 
 Chandran (Moon) -  Lord of the body 
 Sooriyan (Sun)  -  Lord of the soul  
 Sasi (Chandran) - Moon 
 Pukar (Velli)  - Venus 
 Punthi (Budhan) - Mercury 
 Guru (Viyazhan) - Jupiter 
 Chandra naadi  - Vatha Naadi 
 Sooriya naadi  - Pitha Naadi 
 Suzhimunai  -  Kabam Naadi 
 Iraivan (Arasan) -  Vatha Naadi 
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When the three Naadis vitiate during the week days, the onset of diseases is explained 
Vatha Naadi:  When Vatha naadi is prominent during the morning of Sunday, cough, 
phlegam, dyspnea etc. will be manifested. If on Tuesday, fever will occur. During 
Saturday, Seethalam (Coldness) and Sanni (Delirium) will occur. If it is during the 
Thurday of Krishna patcham (waning moon) pain throughout the body will be 
manifested. 
Pitha Naadi: If this Naadi is prominent in the morning of Monday, Salathodam 
(common cold) will occur. During Wednesday, head ache and Neeretram (Catarrh) 
will occur. During Friday, eye diseases and ear diseases will occur. If during 
Thursday of Sukkila Patcham (waxing moon) , head ache and fever will occur. 
Kabam Naadi: There is no evidence of Kaba Naadi in morning.The time when the 
Naadis are prominent during the month (Pathartha Guna Cintamani Naadi) 
 The months during which Vatham will be prominent are from Aadi to Aippasi 
(i.e.July 15th to November 15th). 
 The months during which Pitham will be prominent are from Panguni to Aani 
(i.e. March 15th to July 15th) 
 The months during which Ayyam will be in its natural state are from 
Kaarthigai to Maasi (i.e. November 15th to March 15th) 
Arasan  - Vatham 
Mandhiri -  Pitham 
Senapathi - Kapham 
 During which months and at what time, pulse reading will be perfect( 
Agasthiyar Naadi) 
 During the months of Chithirai and Vaikasi  at the time of sun rise. (i.e.April 
15th to June 15th) 
 During the months of Aani, Aadi, Aippasi and Kaarthigai at midday. (i.e. June 
15th to August 15th and October 15th November 15th) 
 During the months of Maarkazhi.Thai and Maasi at sunset. (i.e November 15th 
to March 15th ) 
 During the months of Panguni, Aavani and Purattasi at night (i.e. March 15th 
to April 15th and August 15th to October 15th). If pulses are in the said 
months at the said time, the reading will be perfect. 
When the pulse will not be felt perfectly 
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For the following persons Naadi (Pulse) will not be felt accurately (Sathaga Naadi ) 
 For the following persons Naadi will not be felt accurately:  For persons 
immediately after copulation ; persons suffering from diseases for long time ; 
persons who have returned from riding on horse or elephant ; persons who 
have walked for long distance ; persons immediately after taking too much 
food ; persons who consume alcohol ; persons suffering from 
polyuria,diabetes mellitus, leprosy etc.; persons who have become weak due to 
general anasarca and fever affecting the bones; persons who are afraid of 
something; having anxiety ; with poisonous bites; after a long run. 
 Pregnant ladies ; during menstrual periods, while suffering from menorrhagia; 
persons having too much sorrow; persons immediately after taking oil bath; 
persons with anger ; within ungovernable lust; old and weak people; reckless 
and arrogant persons and obese persons. 
 Persons affected from fracture; anaemic persons; persons who have touched 
corpse; persons who have vomited and who are having hiccup; persons who 
are fasting ; persons who have become wet due to rain; persons after singing 
for a long time; persons who have become tired after fencing or dancing ; 
persons during control of breath; pulse will be rapid for the above persons, 
Hence , the reading of pulse will not be perfect, 
 Persons body has become distressed due to their wandering in sun, when 
taking very hot food at the time of excess hunger, taking alcoholic drinks, 
chewing tobacco in the hot sun, persons having continuous fever, those who 
don‘t sleep well in nights; persons with mental perplexity; very weak persons; 
persons having blood loss; the above persons the pulse will be rapid and hence 
cannot be diagnosed perfectly. 
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THE TIME AT WHICH THE PULSE BECOMES WEAK, PULSE CANNOT 
BE READ PROPERLY  
 At the time of excess hunger, a person having mental distress; at the time 
when there is coldness; after a long sleep. In the above conditions, the pulse 
will be feeble, hence it cannot be properly felt. 
 
FOR THE FOLLOWING PERSONS NAADI WILL NOT BE FELT 
ACCURATELY 
 Very old people, children; tuberculosis patients, poor people, persons after 
copulation, persons submerged in water, the above persons, the beating of 
pulse will not be clear. 
 When fixing the hands firmly on the floor, when tieing the hands on the legs, 
when there is any ligature above the place where we palpate the Naadi.  In the 
above conditions, the beating of Naadi (Pulse) will be improper. 
 During taking oil bath, when in wet clothes, during eating, when having 
hunger, at the time of copulation and during walking the pulse beating will be 
confusing. 
 
 
THASA NAADI-TEN NAADIS 
1. Idakalai: A rises from the right big toe of the leg,crossing scissor like 
i.e.coiling round the suzhimunai and enters in the left nostril. 
2. Pingalai: A rises from the left big toe of the leg, crossing scissor like 
i.e.coiling round the suzhumunai and enters in the right nostril. 
3. Suzhimunai: Acts on both the nostrils from the Moolatharam as a 8 pedalstal 
for the naadi and flow to the head. 
4. Siguvai: it dwell in the uvula and guides food and liquid to be swallowed. 
5. Purudan: it dwells in right eye. 
6. Kanthari: it dwells in left eye 
7. Aththi: it dwells in right ear 
8. Alampudai: it dwells in left ear. 
9. Sangini: it dwells in external genitalia. 
10. Gugu: it dwells in anus. 
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C) NAADI  INDICATING THE SIGNS OF DEATH AND INCURABILITY 
 
NAADI INDICATING INCURABLENESS 
 Death is sure when Kapha Naadi independently doubles with the reduction or 
disappearance of   Vatham  and Pitham. 
 It is futile to treat a patient when his Vatha and Pitha pulse have disappeared. 
 It is futile to treat a patient when his Pitha Naadi have disappeared; when 
Kapah Naadi only is prominent, it is also futile. If   Vatha naadi raises, 
treatment will be useful. 
 If Kapha Naadi of the patient increases and mingles with Pitha naadi, the 
patient will die within a day.After the disappearance of Pitha Naadi, Kapha 
naadi mingles with Vaatha Naadi , the patient will die witin 24 minutes 
(1Nazhikai) 
 If the Naadi is found agitated and precipitated on the thighs, the waist and  
below the chest , it is a sign of nearing death; when if anyone of  the three 
Naadis  palpated and if the patient is having excess of thirst , dryness of 
tongue , loss of luster in the eyes etc., the prognosis will be bad. 
 If the Naadis are agitated and disordered with tremors, dryness of tongue, eyes 
staring up constantly, dyspnoea and phlegm in the throat, the prognosis will be 
bad. 
 If the three Naadis are combined and felt as one simultaneously disappears or 
Naadi is felt like the fluttering of the cut tail of the streaked lizard, the signs 
show the nearing  of death. 
 If the levator (nerve of the hind part of the neck) is chill , if the five sense 
organs are weary ,gnashing of teth, dryness of tongue, having tremors, 
respiration becoming feeble, staring of eyes and if the Naad is mingle and 
flutter like a locust it indicates sign of death. 
 If Kapha Naadi runs like a lood independently , death will be on next day ,if 
Pithanaadi divert and pass independently , death will be in third day; if 
Vaathanaadi divert and pass independently death will be in eight days. 
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 If the Vatha, Pitha Kapha Naadis vibrate simultaneously like scorpion sting 
death will be in a month. 
 If all the three Naadis mingle together s a whirling beetle on water, if they spin 
like a top, like a locust if they turn and fall death is sure. 
 If Vatham and Pitham mingle and pass and divert, death will be in 15 days. 
All the three Vatham, Pitham, and Kapham Naadis divert and pass; death will 
take place within 40 days. 
NAADI INDICATING INCURABLENESS:  
1. Death is sure when the following conditions prevail 
 When palpating the pulse, if all the three pulses sink 
 If all the three pulses completely diminish, or 
 If all the three pulses are rapid simultaneously 
 If all the three pulses are slipping from their natural occur state and run 
downwards. 
  2. If the pulses beat irregularly as follows, death will occur within four or five 
days. 
 If Kapha naadi is prominent in the morning 
 If Pitha naadi is prominent in the noon and 
 If Vatha Naadi is prominent in the evening 
   3. If Kapha Naadi is prominent continuously in the morning, death is sure. 
    4. If all the three pulses are crawling like ants; death will be occur after a month. 
    5. If all the three pulses beat like the wings of (sempothu) concal, the patient will 
die within ten months. 
      6. If Kapha Naadi stands upright like a horse, death will take place within a 
month. 
     7. If Kapha Naadi is shivering and agitated like peacock and leech, death is sure 
within seven days. 
      8. If Pitham is shrinking and Vatham and Kapha are coupled along with the 
symptoms like emaciation of the body, paleness, coldness of the extremities, 
throbbing of the chest during respiration, dripping of tears from the eye and water 
frome the nose, dryness of tongue, blackening of the teeth and vomitting, death is 
sure. 
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        9. If Pitham and Vatham vanish and Kapham becomes relaxed with hiccup, 
vomiting, chest block, dyspnoea, perspiration nasal block, breathing through the 
mouth, dryness of tongue and closing of the eyes death is sure. 
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                     VIPPURUTHI/PUTTRU (CANCER) 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                               
Tridosha is the physiological base around which the Siddha system of 
medicine revolves. Three basic functions operating through a constant interplay 
between the environment and the individual are thought to be required to maintain the 
integrity of a living system. 
Vippuruthi means Cancer or Carcinoma- It is a malignant tumour 
characterized by the formation of a net work of connective tissue contacting the 
epithelial cells. It tends to grow progressively to eat into the parts surrounding it to 
affect the constitution and ultimately produce death. (T.V. Sambasivam pillai, 1998)    
In benign Neoplasm one or two of the three bodily systems are out of control 
and is not too harmful to the body as the body could overcome this condition. 
Malignant Tumours (Vippuruthi, Putru) (Sambasivam pillai, 1998) are very harmful 
because all the three major humours loose mutual coordination and thus cannot 
prevent tissue proliferation resulting in deadly morbid condition.  
Here, Siddha literature deals with various types of malignancies, mentioned by 
Siddhars. Sage Yugi, used the term Vippuruthi and Dhunmangism in his text Yugi 
vaidhya chinthamani (Yugi vaithya chinthamani,1998) which can be correlated with 
cancer. Some of other interesting texts like Agathiyar rana vaithyam, Nagamuni 
nayanavithi, Agathiyar nayanavithi deals with cancer as Putru (Naaku putru, Sevi 
putru, Vaai putru) which are cancer of tongue, ear and mouth (Utthamarayan, 2005). 
Siddha literature is based on the three humours of subtle energy such as Vatham 
(Wind), Pitham (Fire) and Kapham(Water) which mutually coordinate to perform  the 
normal functions of the body. Yugi vaidhya chinthamani, a book on Siddha pathology 
addresses in detail about the Vippuruthi roga nidhanam (Diagnosis of the disease) 
according to which seven types are established on functional disorders and organ 
involvement. Based on the functional disorders, they are classified as 
 Vadha vippuruthi, 
 Pitha vippuruthi, and 
 Kapha vippuruthi. 
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Based on the organs involved, they are classified as 
 Kuvalai(Lung)  vippuruthi, 
 Karpa(Uterine) vippuruthi 
 Santhu (Bone and joints) vippuruthi, 
 Oodu(Metastatic) vippuruthi. 
The etiological factors for Vippuruthi are excessive intake of salty and spicy 
food, excessive intake of meat, excessive intake of minerals, frequent sexual 
intercourse and sexual contact with elderly women. 
  According to another text Anubava vaithya dheva raghasiyam, there are 10 
major areas which are prone to Vippuruthi. They are 
 Nabi (Umblicus), 
 Vasthi (Bladder), 
 Kalleeral (Liver), 
 Manneeral (Spleen) 
 Kanaiyam (Pancreas), 
 Iraipai (Stomach), 
 Abanam (Anorectal), 
 Karuppai (Uterus), 
 Thodai iduku (Groin), 
 Moothira kiranthi (Prostate gland) 
                                                   (Seetharam Prasath,1997). 
Noi Guna Iyal (Pathophysiology) 
Pitham which is responsible for digestion and various metabolic functions is 
present in each and every cell. In cancer, there is a decrease in agni (fire) which is 
inversely proportional to Kapham  (↓agni = ↑Kapha) resulting in excessive tissue 
growth. Vatham can be related to the anabolic growth phase. Kapham can be related 
to the accumulation of toxic matter [Noi Naadal –page 117]. In cancer, the metabolic 
crisis develops with decrease in agni followed by counter increase in Vatham and 
Kapham forces, both interacting with each other resulting in proliferation. 
 
 Normally any abnormal swelling is due to increased Kapham. 
 Spread of any disease is the feature of Vatham, more particularly viyanan. 
 But the initial reason for the neo growth is always Pitham, the fire. 
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 Our digestion, assimilation are all based on the Prasaka pitham. 
 The abnormality of Pitham occurs due to exposure to toxins in food, certain 
chemical substances taken as medicine or repeated exposure to environmental 
toxins. 
 The increased Pitham at the cellular level can cause micro inflammatory, 
which disturb the cellular components. 
 Due to this cells the primary unit of the structure of the body-the seven 
physical constituents produces poorly formed abnormal tissues which 
proliferate due to Kapham and cause tumor. 
 Vatham is the active dosham and is involved in the process of metastasis. 
 Kapham being heavy and gross is responsible for the abnormal growth of the 
cells creating the malignant tumor. 
 
 
VATHAM (Viyanan)                        PITHAM (Prasagam)              KAPHAM 
                   
 
Proliferation leading to                          decrease in basic fire               increase in 
intensity      
Indulgement in anabolic                                                                                               
Growth phase                                                                         increase in tissue growth 
and accumulation of                       
                                                                                                               Toxic materials 
 
 
 
                                                                        Increased Proliferation of cells--Kabam 
 
                                                         Process of metastasis –vatham is active dosham 
Figure 1 :  NOI GUNA IYAL 
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SEVEN PHYSICIAL CONSTITUENTS 
 The abnormal pitham subsequently influences the metabolic activity further, 
leading to enlargement and spread of tumor affected cell. 
 The manifestation of the type of cancer depend upon the physical constituent 
affected –blood or muscle or bone or the interval organs or reproductive 
organs 
 Therefore it can clearly be stated that, cancer is a tridosha disorder which has 
the capacity to spread due to the interplay of abnormal vatham, pitham and 
kapham. 
 As the disease progress, the whole body feels absolutely devitalized, 
exhausted and unable to cope with day to day functioning. 
 As kapham progress the digestive fire gets suppressed and loss of appetite and 
distaste sets in leading to progressive weight loss. 
The role of three humours in Cancer clinical symptoms                                                                                                                
Humours                                             Cancer Symptoms                                           
 1 Increased Vatham  Wasting, Constipation or diarrhoea, Insomnia and Pain       
2Decreased Pitham  Loss of appetite, Indigestion, Pallor, Chills and Rigor 3 Increased 
Kapham  Indigestion, Lethargic, Fatigue, Pallor and heaviness of the body. 
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NAADI PRESENTATION IN VIPPURATHI  
A. COMMON SYMPTOMS DURING AMALGAMATION OF NAADIS  
1.SYMPTOMS DURING BLENDING OF KABAM  AND VATHAM 
@fz;lhnah rpnyw;gdj;jpy; thjeho 
fye;jpLfpy; tapW bghUky; fdj;j tPf;fk; 
cz;lhnyh x’;fhu”; rj;jp tpf;fy; 
cWjpul;ir tha;t[typ re;jp njhlk; 
tpz;lhny ,isg;gpUky; nrhig ghz;L 
tplghfk; tplNiy gf;f thjk; 
jpz;lhL ehrpfh gPl’; ff;fy; 
rpuneha;fs; gyt[k; te;J rpf;Fe; jhnd@ 
- Sathaga Naadi 
As per the above Sathaga Naadi, we understand that due to the coupling of Kapham 
and Vatham, the following symptoms will be seen. 
1. flatulence 2.swelling 3.vomiting 4.hiccup, 5.accumulation of gas, 6. Delirium with 
Vatha symptoms, 7.toxicity  8.tuberculosis, 9.dropsy, 10.anaemia, 11.toxic swelling, 
12. Pricking pain, 13.hemiplegia, 14.nasal block, 15.polyphagia,16. Polydipsia, 17. 
Pain in the nerves,  18. pain in the occipital region. 
Kapham should be double in its nature and Vatham should be higher, but below its 
double 
2. .SYMPTOMS DURING THE BLENDING OF KABAM AND PITHAM 
@,lkhd nrj;Jkj;jpy; gpj;jeho 
vGe;jqfpy; tplKlnd tPf;f Kz;lhk;. 
jplkhd Fsph;fha;r;ry; k”;rs; neht[j; 
njfj;jp Yisr;rypisg; gpUky; the;jp 
tplkhd be”;rilg;g[ Rthrk; tpf;fy; 
btFRuKk; ehtwl;rp ghz;L nuhfk; 
mlkhd Ftis uj;j kjprh ue;jhd; 
mqfpbtF gy nehaf;Fj; jl’;fz;lhna@ 
                                                                   -Sathaga Naadi 
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The above Tamil stanzas explain that the following symptoms will be seen during the 
coupling of Kapaham and Pitham. 
 
1.Toxic swelling   14. Hemoptyis 
2.fever with rigor   15.diarrhoea 
3.pain in the body              16. Delirium 
4. jaundice    17.pain in the hand 
5. tuberculosis               18. Loss of hearing 
6. cough    19.Sweet taste in the tongue 
7. vomiting    20. Indigestion 
8. heaviness in the chest  21. Bitter taste in the any food 
9. asthma    22.  Difference tastes at times 
10. hiccup    23. Stammering in speech 
11.high fever    24. Phlegm in the throat 
12.dryness of tongue    
13.anaemia      
 
Kapham should be double it nature and Pitham should be above its natural state and 
below its double. 
 
3. THE SYMPTOMS DURING BLENDING OF KABAM  AND USHNAM. 
@fjpg;ghd nrj;Jkj;jp Yl;oz’; Toy; 
fye;jFz”; rakpUky; Rthr fhrk; 
kjpg;ghd nfhiHuj;jk; tpg;g[Ujp a[lnd 
tsh;ehrp fhgPlkpUj; nuhf’; 
bfhjpg;ghd rp’;’[itahf; fpuhz tha[ 
bfhl;lhtp tpf;fy; ke; jhu fhrk; 
Jjpg;ghd tPuyj;jpf; fha;t[ uj;jk; 
njhd;WkpF kpF gpzpgyt[e; bjhe;jpg; ghnk@/ 
                                                                           -Sathaga Naadi  
According to the above, the following symptoms will be seen. 
1. Symptoms of tuberculosis, 2. Cough, 3. cough with dyspnoea, 4. Expectoration,   5. 
haemoptysis ,6.abscess or Cancer ,7.nasal block, 8. Heart diseas,  9.diseases of the 
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tongue, 10. Aakkirana Vayu, 11.yawning, 12. Hiccup, 13.cough during cold season, 
14. Liver diseases,  15.fever affecting bones, 16. Heamorrhage. 
4. THE SYMPTOMS DURING BLENDING OF PITHAM AND KABAM    
     @gz;ghd gpj;jj;jpy; nrj;Jk eho 
               ghprpj;jh yj;jpRu kpisg;g[ <is 
         fz; fhJ eadkyk; ePU k”;rs;  
              fdtapW  bghUky;  k”;rs;neha; fz;nzht[ 
           cz;nghJ kWj;jy;,uj;jtpg;;g[Ujp jhDk; 
               ciskhe;ij gPdrKk; ,uj;j tPf;fk; 
         ez;ghd   fhkhiy nrhif btg;g[ 
              eZfpte;j gygpzpa[k; ez;Ze; jhnd@  
- Sathaga Naadi 
As per the above stanza, we understand, that due to the coupling of pitham and  
Ayyam the following symptoms will be seen. 
1. fever affecting the bones   2. dyspnoea 
3. phlegm 4. yellowish discolouration rheum in the    
eyes, wax of the ears 
5. flatulence     6. jaundice 
7. eye diseases    8. dislike for food 
9. abscess or Blood Cancer   10. tubercular affection 
11. sinusitis     12. swelling 
13. dropsy     14. heat 
15. loss of appetite    16. Vomiting with bile 
17. incoherent speech    18. excess saliva 
19. affection of the stomach   20. pain in the back neck.  
The pitha naadi will be double in its normal state and Ayyam above its normal state 
but below its double. 
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 B. DOUBLE LAYERED PULSE  
 
AS PER THE CHINESE HERB ACADEMY ARTICLES-THE DN HAN VIEW 
OF CANCER. 
A cancer pulse is usually double lined, but it can also be Concealed, Knotted,  
Chocking, Substitutional or Intermittent. When it is double lined, usually the very top 
it will be knotted. Anytime a pulse is mixing with another one it will create a knotted 
sensation at the fingertips. When the cancer completely takes over, the whole pulse 
will become doubled and will take like two distinct layers. If the pulse is just knotting, 
then it means that something is blocking and growing, but if it actively doubling, and 
then it is creating a malignant activity. 
Sometimes called as binding pulse, it is an indication of excessive yin. Any 
two waves waving into a rope shape or tangling with each other always indicate 
cancerous energy. If this model is seen in the mid level of a pulse, the organ has 
cancer; if in the superficial level, cancer is starting to form in the organ; if in the deep 
level, and cancer is moving on (metastasis) 
Cancer diagnosis through pulse perception is possible only when the cancer is 
active while in remission or quiescent, there will not be any cancer activity; although 
when the cancer is inactive, it can still be a source of stress to the involved organ.It 
should also be noted that when cancer is inactive or in remission, the cancer pulse 
shapes –knotting and intermediate-do not manifest. The practitioner should compare 
the other pulse positions and shapes to determine energetic balance and movement.  
As per the text secrets of pulses, Guru naadi  is explained thus, 
Guru means master, teacher, an enlightened being. At the time of initiation 
,the guru  looks into the initiate‘s third eye making certain gestures called mudra and 
the thumb gives sakthi, energy transmission and awakens the guru Naadi. When the 
Guru Naadi starts pulsating, Prakruthi and  Vikuruthi become balanced. This balanced 
state of being opens the sushumna, the central pathway in the spine, creating a state of 
transformation. Blessed are those whose guru naadi is awakened.It is a spiritual 
phenomenon that has to be received from a guru.When the Guru Naadi is at work, the 
awakening of the kundalini sakthi takes place. Guru Naadi is the basis of universal 
polarity, the balancing of opposite principles within the individual. 
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When the Guru Naadi is awakened, one can feel one‘s own pulse and through 
that pulse, while looking into the third eye of another person, can feel what is 
happening with that other person. The art of emptiness is the art of awareness and the 
Guru Naadi takes expression through this timeless state.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure no. 2 
Method of Detecting Guru Naadi Investigator Feeling For Double Line Guru Naadi. 
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GURU NAADI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
            Guru naadi is spoken of so highly in Siddha system by a number of Siddhars 
in their respective treatises.  Guru Naadi is said to be the master of all the other 
Naadis and that it over rules the organism as a whole and that it cannot be understood 
without a proper Guru and long yeasr of experience and hence it is probably called as 
guru Naadi.          
            This   Naadi is considered to stimulaste and sustain help the other Naadi. This 
Naadi is said to be pivotal of the five Naadi. Only those who are perfectly trained in 
Naadi parisothanai will be able to feel the Pancha naadi 
The definition of Guru Naadi  
Guru Naadi will indicate the life force or the soul itself. There are so many schools of 
thought regarding this Naadi. This are, 
1. Guru Naadi will be found in front of Pitha Naadi. 
2. It is strong enough to control Dhasa Naadis. 
3. It pervades throughout the body in all the systems including brain. It mingles 
with three Naadis namely Vatham, Pitham and Kapham. It crosses like a 
scissors and controls the three Naadi (humours) (Idakalai, Pingalai and 
Suzhimunai). 
We can understand that Guru Naadi is the root cause for the three Naadi namely 
Vatham, Pitham and Kapham . It is nothing but the soul itself. 
@brhy;Yfpd;w thjgpj;j nrj;Jje;jd;dpy; 
 Rfkhd gpj;jkJ g{jeho 
bty;Yfpd;w FUeho Mjk eho 
  ;    btFnehia afw;wpey’; fhl;Lk; eho. 
gy;Yaph;f;Fe; jhdhf apUe;j eho 
    gynfho az;lbky;yhk; epiwe;j eho 
my;yYW kh’;fhuk; gpuhz eho 
    mf;fpdpiar; nrh;e;bjGe;j eho jhnd@/ 
- Sadhaga Naadi 
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                As per the above stanza, we understand that Pitha Naadi itself is 
considered as Bootha Naadi, Guru Naadi, Athma Naadi etc. It is the base for 
Akankaram, Pranan and Uyir akkini. It is capable of allaying all the diseases. 
 Guru Naadi will always be found in front of Pitha Naadi. But some authors 
say Guru Naadi is different from Pitha Naadi. 
 According to Siddha literature, Guru Naadi is the cause for other Naadis and it 
controls all the Naadis. Some authors consider that Guru Naadi is a separate entity, 
since it controls and gives strength to the other Naadis. But it is very difficult to feel 
the Guru Naadi alone when all the Naadis are present. 
 
   @FUeho vg;nghJk; gpj;jj;jpd; Kd;nd 
Fwpg;ghf epw;FkJ ghU ghU 
   jUeho jreho jpwkha; epw;Fk; ghU 
    jhf;FKly; capuhf epw;Fk; ghU 
jphpeho thjgpj;j ikak;eLtpw; gw;wp 
   jPtpukha; K:d;Wtpuy; jhz;og; gha[k; 
tUeho tpreuk;gp Dhnl nrh;e;J 
   tsh;re;jpu kz;lyk; ngha;r; rhUk; ghnu@/ 
       - Vaidhya sara sangirakam 
 
@ghnujhd; gk;guk;nghw; fpWfp Wj;Jg; 
    gfh;thj gpj;jika bkd;w eho 
   nrunt kz;ly’;fs; K:d;W”; Rw;wpr; 
    brHpj;jfj;jphpf; nfhd;khw bydnt nrh;e;J 
   thnujhd; thjgpj;j ikak;eL tpUe;J 
     thjj;jpy; nfhHp md;dk; kapy;ngh yhFk; 
   Tnujhd; gpj;jj;jpy; Mik al;ilf; 
    Fwpg;ghfr; nrj;Jkj;jpy; ghk;g[nghw; wtisahnk@/ 
      -Vaidhya sara sangirakam 
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@ghug;gh FUeho Ie;Jf;F eLtpy; 
    ghhpepw;Fk; tuyhW jd;idf; nfS 
   rPug;gh gpj;jjpd; Kd;nd epw;Fk; 
    jreho gj;Jf;Fk; jpwkha; epw;Fk; 
   Vug;gh thjbkd;W”; brhy;Yth; K:lh; 
    ,Uj;jpa’;nf ghh;g;gstpy; ntwha; epw;Fk; 
   jhug;gh fz;lFU eho neh;ik 
    jidawpa tifa[df;Fr; rhw;W ntnd@/ 
     -Pathartha guru chinthamani naadi 
   @rhw;Wntd; bgUtpuypw; g{jeho 
    r’;ifapy;yh Ms;Jhz;o thj bkd;f 
   Vw;wKs;s eLtpuy;jhd; gpj;jeho  
    ,ire;jbjhU bgsj;jpunk Ia khFk; 
   khw;Wnk FUeho Ie;Jl; nrh;e;J 
    tsh;e;Jepw;Fk; ngh;bghpa cz;ikjhnd@/ 
   @fhug;gh clYf;F Sapuha; epd;w 
    fUthd FUeho xd;W fhnz@/ 
   @xd;Wf;F bkl;lhj eho neh;ik  
    CLUtpj; jhdpUf;F Kz;ik nfsPh; 
   tz;Lfs;jhd; kJtUe;Jk; neh;ik nghy 
    thjgpj;j nrj;Jkj;jpd; kJit a[z;qk; 
   vd;iwf;Fk; thj gpj;jkak; eLnt epw;Fk; 
    VWtJ’; FiwtJt[ kpy;iy ag;gh 
   fd;Wf;Fg; ghypwf;Fk; gRitg; nghy 
    fhj;jpUf;F’; FUeho fhiyg; ghnu@/ 
   @FUeho epiyawpahf; FUl buy;yhk; 
    Tl;lkpl;Lr; rhj;jpuj;Jf; Ftik brhy;thh; 
   kWgo thjgpj;j nrj;J kj;jpd; 
    kj;jpkbkd; wpijawpahh; thh;j;ij brhy;thh; 
   fUeho FUeho ahff;  fhqk; 
    ifKiwaha;f; FUbjhl;Lf; fhl;lj; njhd;Wk; 
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   bgUeho rhj;jpuj;jpy; ka’;fp lhnj 
    g[ye;jpah;jk; Foeho gpd;dy; ghnu@/ 
   @jk;gKld; thjgpj;j IaeL tpnyjhd; 
    jkufk;ngh yhoepw;Fk; FUtp jhnk@/ 
   @Vw;wFU ehojd;id apire;J ghh;f;fpy; 
    ,ila[k; gp’;fiya[nk apire;J khwp 
   khw;wkpy;yhr; RHpKidiaj; jhnd gw;wp. 
    khwpepw;F’; fj;jphpf;if khwy; nghyr; 
   rPw;wKld; thjgpj;j jphpeho epiyiag;ghh;f;fpy; 
    nfhkhd;wd; jpUf;Tw;iwf; Twyhnk@/ 
 
According to the above verses, Guru Naadi is said to be a separate entity. Guru 
Naadi  mingles with all the Pancha Naadis  and strengthens them. Its abode is the 
centre of the three Naadis. It also directs the three Naadis. It is the heart of other 
Naadis. Guru Naadi  is formed by the combination of Idakalai, Pingalai and 
Suzhimunai and the Abanan, Pranan and Samanan respectively, it is the cause for 
breathing, humours Vatham, Pitham and Kapham. The power which can keep the 
body and soul in good condition is Guru Naadi. 
 
Diseases in relation to the state of Guru Naadi 
 If Guru Naadi unites with Vatham and rolls like a leech, the person is 
susceptible for Vayu , cough, itchy skin lesions  etc. 
N.B: Rolling like a leech means Vatha Naadi will be lesser in its maathirai. 
 If Guru Naadi mingles with Pitha Naadi like Annam (Swan) fever, excess of 
saliva, perspiration, retention of urine and slackness of the extremities. 
N.B: The beating of Pitham like Annam means Pitha Naadi will be in 
excess. 
 If Guru Naadi mingles with Slethma Naadi like a lion charging with rage, the 
condition would be a state of collapse.   
N.B: It means that Slethma Naadi will be in more than its normal range.  
 If Guru Naadi penetrates into Slethma Naadi, it will create bad prognosis 
causing symptoms for death. 
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 If Guru Naadi totally diminishes, there will be diarrhoea, pain in abdomen and 
swelling of the extremities. 
 If Guru Naadi passes sideways it will dash with Slethma Naadi which will 
cause the increase of Slethma Naadi. 
 If Guru Naadi functions in its proper place, the three Naadis namely Vatham, 
Pitham and Kapham will be in their natural state. 
 If Guru Naadi is not in its natural position complications will arise. 
 If Guru Naadi flutters like locust in Kapha Naadi, death will ensure. We 
understand the above points from the three stanzas of Vaidhya Sara 
Sangraham and Siddhar Naadi Nool. 
 
FEATURES OF GURU NAADI- AS PER THE SIDDHA SYSTEM OF PULSE 
READING BY DR.CHIDAMBARATHANU PILLAI   
SEATS OF GURU NAADI 
It is the centre of pancha Naadi (five Naadis) and it will stand in front of Pitha 
Naadi. It will be prominent to Dasa  Naadis  and  it is not the Vatha Naadai. 
The Pancha naadis are  
Thumb- Bootha naadi-Earth 
Index finger- Vatha naadi- Air 
Middle finger- Pitham- Fire 
Ring finger-Selethmam - Water. 
Small finger-  Bootha naadi- Sky. 
The Guru Naadi is in ceaseless activity and perforce manifests itself 
influencing at the same time, the three principal energies Vatha, Pitha and Kabam 
.These energies are in the perennial ebb and flow in the human system even as the 
waves of the sea and the tides are in ceaseless motions. 
The Guru Naadi is always,as a matter of course in ceaseless vibration  entering 
the principal  high ways of the energies ,spinal  cord, the left and the right  
sympathetics and the three  mandalas or regions, the agni,soorya anmd Chandra, in 
the human body .The sphere of its vibrations is not confined only to these regions but 
throughout the human frame from  head to toe moving like the blades of scissors in 
action even as the sympathetic nerves are connected with  the  spinal cord. It has been 
noted that the Idagali and Pingalai and Suzhimunai all reach the sahasradala mandala 
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(the cerebrum) where from radiate the energy forces. This conception is confirming 
what was described as the synthetic notion of the Siddhas pertaining to the work in 
the human body. The vibrations of this Guru Naadi are compared to the motions of 
the swinging of the top and to the peculiar sound waves of the noise of the drum, 
known as Udakkai and references are ample to illustrate that the Naadi is all-
pervading and even active. 
The praise of this Naadi has been sung in various verses.  It enables the being 
to make a conquest of all ills when in form. It is responsible for the prevention of 
numerous maladies and guides and directs the energy processes beneficently 
influencing the same. It is supposed to animate and vitalize the myriads of created 
beings .the essence of the same is partaking of the cosmos which is the cause of all 
life. It has been referred to as ‗Athma naadi‘ and prana Naadi‖. It takes its main 
driving force in concurrence with jeevagni. It may be safely concluded that agni 
bootha, known as jeevagni, is the king of all the boothas. 
The measurement of this Naadi cannot but be made with reference to its work 
as seen in the waves of   Vatham, Pitham and Kabam. 
The Guru Naadi in its association with Vatham, in its association with Pitham 
and in its association with kabam presents itself in particular forms of vibrations 
which can be identified and traced for purposes of the study. Hence whenwe speak of 
vatham naadi,we mean the pulsation of the Guru Naadi is in tune with Vatham .when  
we speak with pitham Naadi we mean the natural and necessary vibrations in 
connection with Pitham similarly the kapham Naadi is indicating peculiar motions as 
conditioned by its association with the primary Naadi ,i.e. Guru Naadi. The pitham 
has another special function assigned to it. 
It stands on a Pre-eminent footing its measurement is useful as indicating the 
general state of health in its relation to Vatham and Kapham and under the influence 
of Guru Naadi. Besides this, it has another function, since the Pitham energy affects 
even the thinking and emotional life of man. It drives its force by be friending the 
Jeevagni rising from Mooladhara. Agni is the King of the Boothas and the subtle 
effects of this energy are necessary for proper equilibrium of mind and sound 
emotional life. Abnormalities of Pitham are Sure indications of more than ordinary 
derangements very often in mental disease and the work of the Boothas can be judged 
by the State of Pitham.  Sound Pitham means a emotional and intellectual life which 
is necessary for proper health. It being the result of the King of Bathas shows the 
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fundamental condition of bodily and mental health and special; reference has been 
made to it as the "Bootha Naadi". This differentiation of the Bootha Naadi revealed in 
Pitham, lays emphasis as between body and soul. Pitham is thus twice blessed. 
 All the Siddhas have laid due emphasis upon the necessity of understanding 
the Theory of Naadi Scientifically conceived, and he who is able to read and mark the 
movements of Guru Naadi as the Basic Vibration is really considered to be the right 
discover. These principles should always be borne in mind when we consider the 
question of the movements of Vatham, Pitham and Kapham as seen in the 
examination of Pulse. 
In Siddhar's naadi sasthra it is told that this Guru Naadi stands as the main 
Naadi and even rules all the other Naadis and tri dosha. If one is able to understand 
the real practical technique of palpating this Guru Naadi there is no necessity to 
examine the Pulse with the three fingers and that an expert in Guru in Guru Naadi 
perceives by placing his index finger alone at the site of Vatham Can read the pulse 
and able to predict the conditions of tri dosha, it is clearly stated that there is no 
special Naadi called as Guru Naadi and that it is only the device and the special 
technique based on the hypothetical presumption derived from the deep study of the 
characters of pulse wove with the special tactile sensation and concentration of mind 
with which the status of Prananan and tridosham is understood. Hence profound 
practical knowledge occurred from a Guru, prolonged practice and experience in this 
field and the art of control over the sensitive organs and deep concentration of mind 
will only aid to understand this Guru Naadi. Thus This seems to be a complicated 
process in which the Pranan and Tridosham is involved and controlled by the nervous 
system and manifests its influence in the human body , through the blood (Jeeva 
Tadhu ) which is circulating in the organism as a whole, from birth to death. 
 
PLACE OF READING: 
 It is clearly stated that Guru Naadi does not possess any special characteristic 
movements of its own, and it only governs the others Naadi. The best place to 
examine the Guru Naadi is said to be the place of Vatham or between Vatham and 
Pitham and that it should be examined only with the Index finger by placing the tip of 
the index finger in three different angles, from up to down. 
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TECHNIQUE OF READING: 
 The special technique of tracing the Guru naadi Is stated as follows: 
 The upper and first digital Part of the Index finger is divided into five regions, 
as upper, middle, lower, right and left regions. The upper and left region forms the top 
most part of the index finger forms the mid part to examine the Pitha Naadi and the 
lower and right region of the index finger, forming the lower part to examine the 
Kapha Naadi. Thus the index finger alone is placed over the radial artery at the site in 
which it usually placed, but in a special angle, and by slightly moving the finger tips 
in three different angles as said above in three stages, one is able to trace the condition 
of tri dosha, as it traced with three fingers, This Guru Naadi is to be traced only in the 
right wrist in both males and females alike. 
 
READING OF GURU NAADI TO ASCERTAIN THE DISEASES: 
 If Guru Naadi runs like centipede in Vatha, the patient will have gas trouble 
and paid and scratching sensation in the body. The body will become lean. 
 If it appears like a tortoise in the Pitha more saliva will segregate fever could 
be felt profuse perspiration could be seen. 
 If it is furious like a lion in silepanam delirium (Janni) would arise. The 
survival of the patient is difficult. 
 If it is in the low ebb the body will turn dark in colour, Both hands and legs 
will be swellen.  The patient cannot take food and die soon. 
 If the Guru Naadi moves forcibly on sides silepanam will stand against it. 
 Of the Guru Naadi stands aright there is no trouble in this condition, both 
Vatha and Pithanaadi would appear to be combined. 
 If guru Naddi occupies the position behind, the condition of the patient would 
be serious. 
 Further it is stated that the Guru Naadi absorbs the tridosha as an insect 
absorbs the honey from the flowers and that it always remains in between Vatham and 
Pitham Hence some physicians consider that the Guru Naadi is to be felt in the 
interspaced between the places in which the Vatha Naadi and Pitha Naadi is usually 
felt by the index finger and middle finger respectively It is clear that there is no 
specific place on the course of the radial artery to palpate the Vatha Naadi or Pitha 
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Naddi and that is only the place where we place the index finger indicates the Vatha 
and the place of middle finger Indicates the Pitha and as such how it is to find out the 
interspaces between Vatha and Pitha on the course of the radial artery to palpate the 
Guru naadi. Hence it should be taken only as a special technique and as aforesaid the 
first digital part of the index finger is divided into these parts in a particular angle to 
examine the Vatha, Pitha and Kapha and that the place of junction of Vatha and Pitha 
regions specified on the index finger is to the placed on the radial artery to palpate the 
Guru Naadi. Thus with this special peculiar technique of examination  of pulse over 
the radial artery by a particular part of the index finger with a single palpation the 
character of Guru Naadi is to be understood as it reveals the status of Vatha, Pitha and 
Kapha. The above is possible only by the Naadi movement minute technique used and 
understanding the intricate status of tri concentration of mind over it, Here by the 
character of single pulse wave of this Guru Naadi we have to assert the status of tri 
dasha. The ascent or raise of the pulse the descent or sloping down represents the 
force of Pitha and the pause of interval between the two waves denotes the force of 
Kapha. This only such a keen concentration of mind over the character of the Guru 
Naadi (pulse wave) will make one to understand the real merit of it. The Guru Naadi 
is a complicated phenomenon as it deals with the process of lift of the organism as a 
whole. 
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NAADI PATTERN FOR OTHER DISEASES 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
        Pulse pattern                 –            Diseases 
 Cock   - Diabetic Albuminuria. 
 Camel    -     Aortic stenosis, Rheumatic valvular heart 
disease. 
 Elephant   -  Lymphatic obstruction, solid  edema  
lymphosarcoma, elephantiasis. 
 Mountain   - Heart block, bundle branch block. 
 Irregular  -   Pulsus alternans, atrial fibrillation. 
 Vibrating like a drum - Fatel illness. Renal failure, shock. 
 Lotus   -  Perfect health. 
 Leech    - Arthrities, Gout. 
 Worm   - Parasites, Worms. 
 Ants       - Terminal illness. 
 Crow     - Aortic regurgitation. 
As per the text The Secrets of pulses   
by Dr.Vasant Dattatraylad 
The counts of pulse of the patient depend on age as per the Siddha system of 
Pulse reading by Dr. S.Chidambaram pillai 
 Just born child  - 140 per minute 
 Child   - 100 per minute 
 Boy of tender age - 120-130 per minute 
 Youth   - 90 per minute 
 Adult   - 70-75 per minute 
 Adult female  - 75-80 per minute 
 Old age  - 75 per minute 
 In sitting posture - 40 per minute 
 (Male or  Female) 
 In lying posture - 67 per minute 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A Study on Naadi examination in Vippuruthi/Puttru- a randomized and 
blinded case control study would be carried out in the out patients Noi Naadal 
department of Ayothidoss Pandithar hospital of the National institute of  Siddha, 
Tambaram sanatorium, and Chennai 47. 
 
STUDY TYPE 
 Observational type of study. 
  
STUDY DESIGN 
 A  Randomized case control study, single centric study 
 
STUDY PLACE 
 Outpatient department  and In patient department 
      National Institute of Siddha , Chennai-47. 
 
TRIAL REGISTRY:  
  The study was unanimously approved by the Institutional Ethics Committee 
(IEC/9/2014-15/25)   and was registered in Clinical Trials Registry -INDIA 
(2017/02/007870). 
  
SAMPLE SIZE 
 Cancer Patients - 150 , 
 Healthy Volunteers - 150  
  
SELECTION  CRITERIA: 
INCLUSION CRITERIA: 
 Age 20-70 
 Confirmed Cancer Cases 
 Healthy Volunteers 
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EXCLUSION CRITERIA: 
 Below age 20          
 Vulnerable group 
 
CONDUCT OF STUDY 
In this study two groups of patients, cancer conformed and non cancer 
patients/ subjects were randomized and presented to the principle investigator in a 
veiled manner. It was only the hand that was presented through the small hole in the 
veil. The investigator was masked about the identity, physical stature, healthy status 
and practically everything concerning the patients /subjects. The investigator was 
given adequate time to perceive the subtle variations in the differential pulse 
perception of Vatha, Pitha and Kabam humors manifesting through Naadi.  
The investigator also recorded and noted the Guru Naadi manifested in the 
patients. It was carefully discerned for the showing up of double impinge of the pulse 
over the investigators pulp of the thumb longitudinally placed over the long axis of 
the radial bone.  
The research team which randomized the cancer and non cancer patients by 
means of randomization to the investigator recorded all the case details and also 
collected the pulse detected information from the investigator soon after the end of the 
pulse examination with each trial participants.  
Among the research team one investigator cross examined the patient/subject  
(unblinded )  for Naadi before presenting to the principal investigator through the veil. 
This open unblinded observation by the second investigator has been done prior to the 
principal investigators assessment to avoid bias of the second investigator. The Naadi 
thus examined were compared for similarities and variations. 
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Figure no 3 : METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY 
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SIDDHA PARAMETERS 
1. Eight fold examination 
Naadi 
 Naadi nithanam 
 Naadi nadai 
Naa (Tongue) 
 Maa padithal 
 Niram 
 suvai 
 Vaineer ooral 
 Vedippu 
Niram (Complexion) 
 Karuppu 
 Manjal 
 Veluppu 
Mozhi (Voice) 
 Sama oli, 
 Urattha oli, 
 Thazhntha oli 
Vizhi (Eyes) 
 Niram 
 Kanneer vadithal 
 Erichal 
 Peelai seruthal 
Meikuri (Physical Signs) 
 Veppam 
 Viyarvai 
 Thoduvali 
Malam (Stools) 
 Niram 
 Sikkal 
 Sirutthal 
 Kalichal 
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 Seetham 
Moothiram (Urine) 
Neerkuri 
 Niram 
 Manam 
 Edai 
 Alavu 
 Nurai 
 Enjal 
DATA COLLECTION 
 Annexure I  – Informed consent form. 
 Annexure II  – Patient Information sheet. 
 Annexure III  – Form 1- Naadi Assessment forms by trial monitor.  
 Annexure IV  – Form 2- Naadi Assessment forms by principle investigator. 
 Annexure V  - From 3- Naadi Assessment forms by Trial monitor and 
Principal  
Investigator. 
 Annexure VI  - Screening Proforma. 
 Annexure VII  -History Proforma 
 Annexure VII  -Clinical Assessment form. 
 Annexure IX    - Documentation of Additional information sheet. 
 
DATA MANAGEMENT 
 After enrolling the patient in the study, a separate file for each patient will be 
opened and all forms will be filled in the file. Study No. and Patient No. will 
be entered on the top of file for easy identification and arranged in a separate 
rack at the concerned OPD unit. Whenever study patient visits OPD during the 
study period, the respective patient file will be taken and necessary recordings 
will be made at the case record form or other suitable form. 
 The Data recordings will be monitored for completion and compliance of 
patients by HOD and Sr. Research Officer (Statistics). All forms will be 
further scrutinized in presence of Investigators by Sr. Research Officer 
(Statistics) for logical errors and incompleteness of data before entering onto 
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computer to avoid any bias. No modification in the results is permitted for 
unbiased report. 
 Any missed data found in during the study, it will be collected from the 
patient, but the time related data will not be recorded retrospectively 
 All collected data will be entered using MS access software onto computer. 
Investigators will be trained to enter the patient data and cross checked by 
SRO. 
  STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
 All collected data  were entered into computer using MS Access / MS Excel 
software  by the investigator .The data were analysed using STATA Software 
under the guidance of SRO (Stat ), NIS.  
 Descriptive analysis were made and necessary tables/grphs generated to 
understand the profile of patients included in the study .  The  Statistical 
analysis for significance of Naadi to different types of Cancer  were done 
.Student ‗t‘ test and chi-square test ,are proposed to be perfomed for 
quantitative and qualitative data 
ETHICAL ISSUES  
 Patients will be examined and screened in an unbiased manner and will be 
subjected to the criteria. 
 Informed consent will be obtained from the patient in writing, explaining in 
the understandable language to the patient.                
 The data collected from the patient will be kept confidentially. The patient will 
be explained about the diagnosis.           
 This study involves only the necessary investigations (mentioned in the 
protocol) and No other investigation would be done. 
 Normal treatment procedure followed in NIS will be prescribed to the study 
patients and the treatment will be provided at free of cost. 
 There will be no infringement on the rights of patient 
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S. 
no 
 
Description of Task 
 
Month 
1-3 4-6 7 8 9 1
0 
1
1 
1
2 
13-
22 
13-
23 
24-
25 
26-
27 
28-
30 
31-32 
 
1 
 
Topic selection 
              
 
2 Collection of 
literature 
              
 
3 
Appearing for 
Screening 
              
 
4 
Preparation of 
Protocol 
              
 
5 
Approval from IEC 
              
   
 
6 
 
Selection of Cases 
              
    
 
7 
 
Data entry 
              
    
 
8 
 
Preconsolidation 
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Table no 6 : GANNT CHART:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9 Analysis 
&interpretation 
              
 
10 Discussion 
&revision 
              
 
 
11 
 
Submission 
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OBSERVATION AND RESULTS 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
GENDER DISTRIBUTION 
Table 7: Gender distribution 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                             
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
Figure: 4 : Gender distribution 
 
 
 
 
Gender  Total CA Non CA 
Male 55 (45.80%) 70 (39.50%) 125 (42%) 
Female 65 (54.20%) 107 (60.50%) 172 (58%) 
Total 120 (40.40%) 177 (59.60%) 297 (100%) 
88 
 
 
Observation:  Among 297 cases who were enrolled, 120 were having cancer and the 
remaining 177 were non cancer cases included in this study. In the 120 Cancer cases, 
55 cases were male and 65 cases were female. In 177 non cancer cases, 70 cases were 
male and 107 cases were female who were included in this study. 
Inference: Majority of cases were female (60.50%)   in Non Cancer .In Cancer group 
also, majority of cases were female (54.20%).  
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AGE DISTRIBUTION: 
 
Table 8: Age distribution 
AGE 
CANCER 
TOTAL 
NON CANCER 
TOTAL 
Grand 
Total M FM. M FM. 
20-29 - - 0 18 28 46 46 
30-39 2 4 6 21 36 57 63 
40-49 4 8 12 16 24 40 52 
50-59 12 12 24 6 9 15 39 
60-69 26 23 49 7 7 14 63 
70-79 10 18 28 2 3 5 33 
80-89 1 - 1 - - 0 1 
TOTAL 55 65 120 70 107 177 297 
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure: 5: Age distribution of cancer & Non cancer Pts 
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Observation:  Among 297 cases, 46 cases fall under the age group of 20-29 yrs, 63 
cases come under 0-39 yrs ,52 cases come under 40-49 age groups.39 cases fall under 
50-59yrs ,63 cases come under 60-69 years,33 cases fall under 70-79 yrs and  one 
case come under the age group category of  80-89 yrs. 
Inference:  In 120 Cancer cases, majority of cases (49 cases)   fall under the age 
group 60 - 69 years. In 177 Non cancer cases, majority of cases (57 cases) fall under 
the age group of 30-39 yrs. 
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TYPES OF CANCER 
                                                                         Table 9: Types of cancer 
TYPES  OF CANCER 
NO. OF 
PATIENTS TYPES  OF CANCER 
NO. OF 
PATIENTS 
Enbuputru 
 (Bone CA) 2 
Veethana kolaputru  
(Thyroid CA) 4 
Eraipaiputru   (Adenocarcinoma 
CA of stomach) 5 
Melannaputru  
(Upper Palate CA) 
1 
Kalleralputru  (Liver CA) 4 Naakkuputru (Tongue CA) 4 
Kanayaputru     (Pancreas CA) 4 Pupusaputru (Lung CA) 6 
Karuppaiputru  (Uterus CA) 12 Rathaputru (Blood CA) 3 
Kudalputru (Colon CA) 5 Seviputru  1 
Purastha kolaputru (Prostate CA) 3 Sinaipaiputru (Ovarian CA) 1 
Kuralvalaiputru (Glottis CA) 12 Siruneerpaiputru (Bladder CA) 6 
Umizhneer kolaputru  
(Parotid gland CA) 1 
Tholputru (Skin CA) 1 
Lasunaputru (Tonsil CA) 3 Vaiputru (Oral CA) 6 
Malakudalputru  (SigmoidCA) 6 Viregiputru (Rectal CA) 3 
Marbagaputru (Breast CA) 27 Grand Total 120 
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                                                        Figure: 6: Types of cancer 
Observation: Among 120 Cancer cases, 2 cases were of  Enbu Putru, 5 cases were of  
Eraipai Putru , 4 cases were of  Kalleral Putru, 12 cases were of  Karuppai Putru , 
5cases were of  Kudal Putru ,3 cases were of  Prosthakola Putru , 12 cases were of  
Kural valai Putru,One case of Umizh neerkola Putru, 3 cases of  Malakudal Putru ,27 
cases were of  Marbaga Putru , 4 cases were of  Veethana kola Putru , one case  were 
of  Melanna Putru, 6 cases  were of  Puppusa Putru ,3 cases were of   Ratha Putru , 1 
case were of  Sevi Putru, 6 cases were of  Siruneer pai Putru , 1 cases were of  Thol 
Putru ,6 cases were of  Vai Putru , 3 cases  were of  Viregi Putru were taken in this 
study. 
Inference: In 120 Cancer cases, majority of cases were of Marbaga Putru and the 
number of cases were 27. 
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DEGREE OF ACCURACY:   
                                                                         Table 10: Degree of accuracy  
DIAGNOSIS   ACCURACY ERROR TOTAL 
Detected Cancer 88 (73.3%) 27+5 (Equivocal 
pulse) 
120 
Detected Non 
cancer  
139 (78.5%) 38 177 
 
Calculation of Cancer detection by Investigator: 
 Sensitivity =a/(a+c) =88/(88+27) =88/115 x 100 = 76.5% 
 Specificity = d/(b+d)= 139/(38+139) = 139/177 = 78.5% 
 False Positive = 38/177 x 100 =21 % 
 False Negative = 27/120 x 100 = 22.5%. 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                              Figure: 7: Degree of Accuracy in cancer Pts 
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                                              Figure:8: Degree of  Accuracy in non cancer Pts 
 
Observation: Among 297 cases enrolled 120 had Cancer and remaining 177 did not 
have cancer and were included in this study. In 120 CA cases, 88 cases were detected 
right as Cancer by the principal investigator. In 177 Non Cancer subjects 139 were 
declared correctly as not having cancer by the principal investigator in this study. 
Inference: The investigator had an accuracy of 73.3% in detecting the cancer during 
the blinded screening of Naadi perception. And the investigator was correct in ruling 
out 78.5% of subjects of not having cancer in any form. Sensitivity was 76.5 %, 
Specificity was 78.5% in this study. 
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INVESTIGATOR 1- Naadi perception for CA and Non CA 
Table 11: INVESTIGATOR 1-Naadi perception for CA and Non CA 
                    
       Figure: 9: INVESTIGATOR 1- Naadi perception for CA and Non CA 
Observation : Out of  120 Cancer  Cases , Kapha pitha Naadi was felt in 25 cases 
rightly and exhibits the cancer sentivity of 71%.Kapha vatha Naadi was felt in  41 
cases  and exhibits the cancer sentivity of 80.3% , Pitha kapha Naadi was felt in 3 
cases and exhibits the cancer sentivity of 33.3% , Pitha vatha Naadi was felt in 7 cases 
and exhibits the cancer sentivity of 20% , Vatha pitha Naadi was felt in 10 cases and 
exhibits the cancer sentivity of 25.5% , Vatha Kapha Naadi was felt in  2 cases and 
exhibits the cancer sentivity of 20%correctly by the  Investigator 1. 
NAADI CANCER Accuracy Error NON 
CANCER 
Accuracy Error 
KP 27  25 (71%) 1 11  1 (28.9%) 10 
KV 41  41(80.3%) 0 10  2(19.6%) 8 
PK   9  3(33.3%) 6 18 16 (66.6) 2 
PV 14 7 (20%) 7 56  52(80%) 4 
VK   3  2(20%) 1 12  7(80%) 5 
VP 23  10(25.5%) 12 67  59(74.4%) 8 
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Inference : In Cancer cases , Majority  of cases Naadi was found to be Kapha  
vatham in 41 cases and and exhibits the cancer sentivity of 71%,Kapha pitha Naadi 
was felt in 27 cases and exhibits the cancer sentivity of 80.3% by the Investigator1. 
Since the Investigator 1 was blinded and that age couldn‘t be ascertain all Kapha Pitha 
Naadi patients except who didn‘t manifest prominent Guru Naadi.     
  
INVESTIGATOR 2- Naadi perception for CA and Non CA  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 12 : INVESTIGATOR 2- Naadi perception for CA and Non CA 
 
 
 
                  
 
NAADI CANCER 
NON 
CANCER 
TOTAL 
KP 25 4 29 
KV 36 8 44 
PK 9 22 31 
PV 18 57 75 
V 2 1 3 
VK 6 12 18 
VP 24 73 97 
TOTAL 120 177 297 
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                            Figure: 10: INVESTIGATOR 2- Naadi perception for CA and Non CA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          
 
                  
                 Figure: 11 : INVESTIGATOR 2- Naadi perception for CA and Non CA (%) 
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Observation: Out of 297 Cases, Kapha pitha Naadi was felt in 29 cases.Kapha vatha 
Naadi was felt in 44cases, Pitha kapha Naadi was felt in 31 cases, Pitha vatha Naadi 
was felt in 75cases, only vatha Naadi was felt in 3cases, Vatha pitha Naadi was felt in 
97 cases, Vatha Kapha Naadi was felt in 18 cases by the Investigator 2. 
Inference: In Cancer cases, majority of cases had Kapha vatham (36 cases) and 
Kapha pitha Naadi was felt in 25 cases by the Investigator 2. 
 
INVESTIGATOR 1 - GURU NAADI 
Table: 13: INVESTIGATOR 1- Guru Naadi for CA and Non CA 
GURU NAADI-
SINGLE/DOUBLE FELT 
CANCER 
NON 
CANCER 
TOTAL 
Double line  76 20 96 
Double line -Mild 1 - 1 
Not felt 4 3 7 
Single line 39 153 192 
Single line Mild  - 1 1 
TOTAL 120 177 297 
                                                
The reliability of Guru Naadi in the detection of cancer: 
 Sensitivity =a/(a+c) =76/(76+39) =76/115 x 100 = 66% 
 Specificity = d/(b+d)= 153/(20+153) = 153/173 = 88.4% 
 False Positive = 20/177 x 100 =11.2 % 
 False Negative = 39/120 x 100 = 32.5%. 
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Figure: 12 : INVESTIGATOR 1- Guru Naadi for CA and Non CA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure: 13: INVESTIGATOR 1- Guru Naadi for CA and Non CA 
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Observation: Out of 297 cases, Double line Naadi was felt in 96 cases, Double line 
Naadi felt mildly to 1 case .Single line Naadi was felt in 192 cases, and it was mildly 
felt in 1 case. Out of 297 cases, 7 cases Naadi was not found properly by Investigator 
1. 
Inference: In Majority of  Cancer cases, Double line Naadi was felt in 76 
cases(63.3%)   and Single line Naadi was felt in 39 cases (86.4%) by the Investigator 
1.Sensitivity was 66 %; Specificity was 88.4% in   this study. 
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INVESTIGATOR 2 GURU NAADI  
 
Table 14: INVESTIGATOR 2- Guru Naadi for CA and Non CA 
GURU NAADI-
SINGLE/DOUBLE FELT 
CANCER 
NON 
CANCER 
TOTAL 
Double line  80 9 89 
Double line -Mild 1 - 1 
Not felt 2 1 3 
Single line 36 167 203 
Single line Mild  1 - 1 
TOTAL 120 177 297 
                        
                      
 
 
  
 
 
 
                            
 
 
Figure: 14: INVESTIGATOR 2- Guru Naadi for CA and Non CA 
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Figure: 15: INVESTIGATOR 2- Guru Naadi for CA and Non CA 
 
Observation: Out of 297 cases, double line Naadi was felt for 89cases, double line 
Naadi felt mildly to 1 case.Single line Naadi was felt in 203 cases, and it was mildly 
felt in 1 case. Out of 297 cases, 3 cases Naadi was not found properly by the 
Investigator 1. 
Inference: In Majority of Cancer cases, Double line Naadi was felt in 80cases and 
Single line Naadi was felt in 36 cases by the Investigator 2. 
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NAADI VS GURU NAADI FOR CANCER PATIENTS BY INVESTIGATOR 1 
Table15: INVESTIGATOR 1- Naadi vs Guru naadi for CA and Non CA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NAADI\GURU 
NAADI 
D S 
D-
MILD 
NOT 
FELT 
TOTAL 
KP 22 4 1 - 27 
KV 34 7 - - 41 
PK 3 6 - - 9 
PV 7 7 - - 14 
V - - - 3 3 
VK 1 1 - 1 3 
VP 9 14 - - 23 
TOTAL 76 39 1 4 120 
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                  Figure: 16: INVESTIGATOR 1- Naadi vs Guru naadi for CA and Non CA 
Observation : Among  120 cases of cancer ,41 patients manifest  Kapha vatha Naadi  
and in them 34 of them showed double line in  guru Naadi ,7 showed Single line in  
Guru Naadi.27 patients manifest  Kapha pitha Naadi and in them 22  of them showed 
double line pulse in guru Naadi ,4 showed Single line Guru Naadi and 1 showed  mild 
double line Guru  Naadi . 9 patients manifest Pitha kapha Naadi and in them 3 showed 
double line in Guru Naadi, 6 showed Single line in Guru Naadi. 14 patients manifest 
Pitha vatha Naadi and in them 7 of them showed double line in Guru Naadi, 7 showed 
Single line in Guru Naadi. 3 showed vatha kapha Naadi of which 1 showed double 
line guru Naadi, 1 showed Single line Guru Naadi and for one case Naadi not felt 
properly. 23 patients  manifest Vatha pitha Naadi and in them  9  of them showed 
double line  in guru Naadi , 14 showed Single line in  Guru Naadi by the  
Investigator1 
 
Inference: In Cancer cases, major had Kapha vatha Naadi as well as Double Naadi in 
34 cases (82.9%) by the Investigator1. 
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NAADI VS GURU NAADI FOR CANCER PATIENTS BY INVESTIGATOR 2 
Table 16: INVESTIGATOR 2- Naadi vs Guru Naadi for CA and Non CA 
NAADI\GURU 
NAADI 
D S 
D-
MILD 
S 
MILD  
NOT 
FELT 
TOTAL 
KP 20 5 - - - 25 
KV 30 6 - - - 36 
PK 6 3 - - - 9 
PV 7 10 1 - - 18 
V - - - - 2 2 
VK 2 4 - - - 6 
VP 15 8 - 1 - 24 
TOTAL 80 36 1 1 2 120 
                    
  
Figure: 17: INVESTIGATOR 2- Naadi vs Guru Naadi for CA and Non C 
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Observation : Among  120 cases of cancer ,36 patients manifest  Kapha vatha Naadi  
and in them 30 of them showed double line in  guru Naadi ,6 showed Single line in  
Guru Naadi.25 patients manifest  Kapha pitha Naadi and in them 20  of them showed 
double line pulse in guru Naadi ,5 showed Single line Guru Naadi . 9 patients 
manifest  Pitha kapha  Naadi and in them 6 showed double line in  guru Naadi ,3 
showed Single line in  Guru Naadi. 18 patients manifest Pitha vatha Naadi and in 
them 7  of them showed double line in  guru Naadi ,10 showed Single line in  Guru 
Naadi and 1 patient showed mild double line Guru Naadi. 6 paatient showed vatha 
kapha Naadi of which 2 showed double line guru Naadi, 4 showed Single line Guru 
Naadi and for one case Naadi not felt properly. 24 patients  manifest Vatha pitha 
Naadi and in them  15  of them showed double line  in guru Naadi , 8 showed Single 
line in  Guru Naadi and one showed   single line guru Naadi by the  Investigator 2. 
 
Inference: In Cancer cases, major had Double Naadi as well as Kapha vatha Naadi  in 
30 cases  by the Investigator 2. 
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INTER OBSERVER   VARIATION AND SIMILARITIES IN NAADI 
PERCEPTION (CA & NON CA PATIENTS) 
Table 17: Inter observer   variation and similarities in Naadi perception (CA & 
Non CA Patients) 
Investigator 
1 
Investigator 2 
TOTAL 
KP KV PK PV V VK VP 
KP 17 4 11 6 - - - 38 
KV 7 33 1 4 - 5 1 51 
PK 2 1 17 4 - 1 2 27 
PV 1 1 - 26 - - 42 70 
V - - - - 3 - 1 4 
VK - 3 1 - - 10 1 15 
VP 2 2 - 35 - 2 49 90 
(blank) - - 1 - - - 1 2 
TOTAL 29 44 31 75 3 18 97 297 
 
Observation : Among  297 cases ,For 17 cases  Naadi was felt  as Kapha pitha Naadi 
by both   Investigator 1 and 2.For 33 cases,  Naadi was felt  as Kapha vatha Naadi  by 
both Investigator 1 and 2.For 17 cases, Naadi was felt  as Pitha kapha Naadi  by both 
Investigator 1 and 2. For 26 cases, Naadi was felt as Pitha vatha Naadi by both 
Investigator 1 and 2. For 10 cases, Naadi was felt as Vatha kapha Naadi by both 
Investigator 1 and 2. For 49 cases, Naadi was felt as vatha pitha Naadi by both 
Investigator 1 and 2.  
Inference: In majority, For 49 cases  Naadi was felt as vatha pitham by both  the  
Investigator 1 and 2.This  Inter observer variation confirms the veracity of the Naadi 
science and also the methodology of observation. This also indicates that Naadi 
examination is merely not a subjective parameter but a reproducible process. 
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INTER OBSERVER   VARIATION AND SIMILARITIES IN NAADI 
PERCEPTION (CA PATIENTS) 
Table18: Inter observer variation and similarities in Naadi perception (CA 
Patients) 
Investigator 
1 
Investigator 2 
TOTAL 
KP KV PK PV V VK VP 
KP 16 4 3 4 - - - 27 
KV 6 28 1 2 - 3 1 41 
PK 1 - 5 2 - - 1 9 
PV 1 1 - 3 - - 9 14 
V - - - - 2 - 1 3 
VK - 1 - - - 2 - 3 
VP 1 2 - 7 - 1 12 23 
TOTAL 25 36 9 18 2 6 24 120 
 
Figure: 18: INVESTIGATOR 2- Naadi vs Guru Naadi for CA and Non CA 
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Observation : Among  120 Cancer  cases ,For 16 cases  Naadi was felt  as Kapha 
pitha Naadi by both   Investigator 1 and 2.For 28 cases,  Naadi was felt  as Kapha 
vatha Naadi  by both Investigator 1 and 2.For 5 cases , Naadi was felt  as Pitha kapha 
Naadi  by both Investigator 1 and 2. For 3 cases, Naadi was felt as Pitha vatha Naadi 
by both Investigator 1 and 2. For 2 cases, Naadi was felt as Vatha kapha Naadi by 
both Investigator 1 and 2. For 12 cases, Naadi was felt as vatha pitha Naadi by both 
Investigator 1 and 2.  
Inference: Among the two Investigators, it is that both of them perceive with 
maximum conformity that they agreed together in 28 patients picking up the Kapha 
vatha Naadi. 
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INTER OBSERVER   VARIATION AND   SIMILARITIES IN   GURU NAADI 
PERCEPTION (NON CA AND CA PTS)  
Table19: Inter observer   variation and   similarities in   Guru Naadi perception  
(Non  CA  and CA pts) 
 
Figure: 19: Distribution of Double line Guru Naadi among study population 
 
 
 
Investigator 1 
Investigator 2 
TOTAL 
D D-MILD NOT FELT S S MILD  
Double line  77 - - 19 - 96 
Double line -
Mild 
1 - - - - 1 
Not felt 2 - 3 1 1 7 
Single line 9 1 - 182 - 192 
Single line 
Mild  
- - - 1 - 1 
TOTAL 89 1 3 203 1 297 
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Observation: Among 297 cases, For 77 cases Naadi was felt as Double Naadi by 
both   Investigator 1 and 2.For 182 cases, Naadi was felt as Single Naadi by both 
Investigator 1 and 2.  
Inference: Investigator 1 felt Double line Guru Naadi in 96 patients where as 
Investigator 2 felt Double line Guru Naadi in 89 patients with the overlap in 77 
patients. Since, In 77 cases among 297 cases both investigator felt Double line  Guru , 
the concept Naadi of Double line Guru Naadi and its existence are hear by detected 
and proved. The oveerlap percentage is 80 % in the perception of Double lined Guru 
Naadi pulse. 
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INTER OBSERVER VARIATION AND SIMILARITIES IN GURU NAADI 
PERCEPTION ( CA  PTS) 
Table:20: Inter observer variation and similarities in Guru Naadi perception 
(CA Patients) 
Investigator 1 
Investigator 2 
TOTAL 
D D-MILD NOT FELT S S MILD  
Double line  69 - - 7 - 76 
Double line -
Mild 
1 - - - - 1 
Not felt 1 - 2 - 1 4 
Single line 9 1 - 29 - 39 
TOTAL 80 1 2 36 1 120 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure: 20: Inter observer variation and similarities in Guru Naadi perception 
(CA Pts) 
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Figure: 21 Distribution of Double line Naadi in Cancer patient group 
(As detected by two investigators) 
 
 
Observation: Among 120 Cancer cases, For 69 cases Naadi was felt as Double Naadi 
by both   Investigator 1 and 2.For 29 cases, Naadi was felt as Single Naadi by both 
Investigator 1 and 2.  
Inference: Investigator 1 felt Double line Guru Naadi in 76 patients where as 
Investigator 2 felt Double line Guru Naadi in 80 patients with the overlap in 69 
patients. Since, In 69 cases among 297 cases both investigator felt Double line  Guru , 
the concept Naadi of Double line Guru Naadi and its existence are hear by detected 
and proved. The overlap percentage is 80 % in the perception of Double lined Guru 
Naadi pulse. 
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TYPES OF CANCER AND NAADI 
Table:21: Types of Cancer and Naadi 
 
S.No 
 
DIAGNOSIS 
                                               NAADI 
KP KV PK PV V VK VP Naadi 
Total 
1 ENBUPUTRU   2           2 
2 ERAIPAIPUTRU 1 2         2 5 
3 KALLERALPUTRU       2     2 4 
4 KANAYAPUTRU 3           1 4 
5 KARUPPAIPUTRU 3 3   2   2 2 12 
6 KUDALPUTRU 2 3           5 
7 KURALVALAIPUTRU 3 4 1 3     1 12 
8 LASUNAPUTRU 1 2           3 
9 MALAKUDALPUTRU 2   1       3 6 
10 MARBAGAPUTRU 6 8 1 1 2 1 8 27 
11 MELANNAPUTRU     1         1 
12 NAAKKUPUTRU 1 1 1 1       4 
13 PUPUSAPUTRU   4 2         6 
14 PROSTHAKOLAPUTRU   3           3 
15 RATHAPUTRU 1 1         1 3 
16 SEVIPUTRU     1         1 
17 SINAIPAIPUTRU       1       1 
18 SIRUNEERPAIPUTRU   1 1 2     2 6 
19 THOLPUTRU 1             1 
20 UMIZHNEERKOLAPUTRU   1           1 
21 VAIPUTRU 2 3   1       6 
22 VEETHANAKOLAPUTRU   2   1     1 4 
23 VIREGIPUTRU 1 1     1     3 
24 Grand Total 27 41 9 14 3 3 23 120 
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Observation : Out of  120 cases, 2 cases of  Enbu Putru5 cases of Eraipai  Putru, 4 
cases of  Kalleral Putru, 4 cases of  Kanaya  Putru, 12 cases of  Karuppai  Putru, 5 
cases of  Kudal Putru, 12 cases of  Kural valai Putru, 3 cases of   lasuna Putru, 6 cases 
of  Malakudal Putru, 27 cases of  Marbaga Putru, 1 cases of  Mellana Putru, 4 cases of  
Naakku  Putru, 6 cases of  Puppusa Putru, 3cases of  Prosthakola Putru, 3 cases of  
Ratha Putru, 1 cases of  Sevi Putru, 1 cases of  Sinai Putru, 6 cases of  Siruneerpai 
Putru, 1 cases of  Thol Putru, 1 cases of  Umizhneerkola  Putru, 6cases of  Vai Putru, 
4 cases of  Veethanakola Putru, 3 cases of  Viregi Putru were included in this study   
 
Inference:  In 120 Cancer cases, Majority of cases were of Marbaga Putru (Breast 
Cancer). In Marbaga Putru, 6 cases Naadi was felt as Kapha Pitham.8 cases Naadi 
was felt as Kaphavatha.one case Naadi was felt as Pitha Kapham, 1 case Naadi was 
felt as Pitha vatham, 6 cases Naadi was felt as Vathapitham1 case Naadi was felt as 
Vathakapham and 2 cases naadi was not found properly due to Lymphoedema of 
upperlimbs after Radical mastectomy especially in left hand (females). 
 
INTRA OBSERVER VARIATION 
Table: 22: INTRA OBSERVER VARIATION 
Case
no. 
Actual diagnosis Investigator  1
st
 
diagnosis 
Investigator  
2
nd
  diagnosis 
1 Kudal Putru A-KP, D A-KP , D 
2 Vai Putru A-KV,D A-KV,D 
3 Kuralvalai Putru B-PV,S A-KP,S 
4 Lasuna Putru A-KV,D A-KP,D 
5 Non Cancer A-KP,S B-PK,S 
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Table: 23: INVESTIGATOR SENSITIVITY OF DETECTING CANCERS AMONG 
VARIOUS TYPES  
S.NO. TYPE OF CANCER ACCURACY 
1. Enbuputru (Bone CA) 100% 
2. Eraipaiputru   (Adenocarcinoma CA of stomach) 60% 
3. Kalleralputru  (Liver CA) 50% 
4. Kanayaputru     (Pancreas CA) 75% 
5. Karuppaiputru  (Uterus CA) 75% 
6. Kudalputru (Colon CA) 80% 
7. Purastha kolaputru (Prostate CA) 100% 
8. Kuralvalaiputru (Glottis CA) 66% 
9. Umizhneer kolaputru (Parotid gland CA) 100% 
10. Lasunaputru (Tonsil CA) 100% 
11. Malakudalputru  (SigmoidCA) 33.3% 
12. Marbagaputru (Breast CA) 74% 
13. Veethana kolaputru (Thyroid CA) 75% 
14. Melannaputru (Upper Palate CA) 0% 
15. Naakkuputru (Tongue CA) 100% 
16. Pupusaputru (Lung CA) 83% 
17. Rathaputru (Blood CA) 100% 
18. Seviputru  100% 
19. Sinaipaiputru (Ovarian CA) 0% 
20. Siruneerpaiputru (Bladder CA) 66% 
21. Tholputru (Skin CA) 100% 
22. Vaiputru (Oral CA) 100% 
23. Viregiputru (Rectal CA) 66.6% 
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Figure: 22: INVESTIGATOR SENSITIVITY OF DETECTING CANCERS A 
MONG VARIOUS TYPES  
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                                               DISCUSSION 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Vippuruthi/Puttru (cancer) is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality 
worldwide, with approximately 14.1 million new cases and 8.2 million deaths in a 
year. In developing countries cancer more often results in death as it is generally 
diagnosed at late stage and the resources for early detection and treatment are limited. 
Hence, the early diagnosis and management of patients with cancer is very vital and 
they can be cured if diagnosed early. In order to determine the effectiveness of Naadi 
diagnosis of cancer, a small effort is made to throw the light over Naadi or pulse 
Examination. Naadi Examination is obviously non costly and can help immensely in 
picking up an insidious onset of a malignant condition on incidental routine 
examination of Naadi. 
  The propsed study was conducted and it is proved and established that, it 
can serve as a powerful tool of early cancer detection which can help the patient to 
take appropriate treatment at the appropriate time to get  cured and extend the life 
span. It is important to diagnose cancer in early stage. Early detection of cancer 
greatly increases the chances for successful treatment. Through early diagnosis and 
screening we can prevent the cancer relegating to the stage of metastasis. Early 
detection is the key for very essential to effectively treating cancer and saving lives of 
cancer patients. 
 Considering the importance of early detection of cancer a solution was 
sought to evaluate a cost effective, skill based, non invasive, desk side, physical / 
clinical examination. Only for this purpose it was decided to conduct a clinical study 
and validate the traditional practice of Naadi (Siddha method of pulse perception) 
examination and put into practice for a routine screening of all patients for cancer. 
The study was unanimously approved by the Institutional Ethics Committee 
(IEC/9/2014-15/25)   and was registered in Clinical Trials Registry of india (CTRI/ 
2017/02/007870). 
 In this study two groups of patients, cancer confirmed and non cancer 
patients/ subjects were randomized and presented to the principal investigator through 
a hand –hole from behind the veil. It was only the hand that was presented through the 
small hole in the veil. The investigator was masked about the identity, physical 
stature, health status and practically everything concerning the patients /subjects. The 
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investigator was given adequate time to perceive the subtle variations in the 
differential pulse perception of Vatham, Pitham and Kabam humors manifesting 
through Naadi. The investigator also recorded and noted the Guru Naadi manifested 
in the patients. It was carefully discerned for the showing up of double impinge of the 
pulse over the investigators pulp of the thumb longitudinally placed over the long axis 
of the radial bone. The research team which randomized the cancer and non cancer 
patients by means of simple randomization to the investigator recorded all the case 
details and also collected the pulse detected information from the investigator soon 
after the end of the pulse examination with each trial participants to prevent bias and 
later manipulation. Among the research team one investigator cross examined the 
patient/subject (unblinded) for Naadi before presenting to the principal investigator 
through the veil. This open unblinded observation by the second investigator has been 
done prior to the principal investigator‘s assessment to avoid bias of the second 
investigator. The Naadi thus examined were compared for similarities and variations. 
 Before the startup of the study a pilot Naadi examination exercise was 
carried out by the principal investigator and the research team to standardize the pulse 
examination methods to adopt a similar methodology and to check for the consistency 
in uniform detection among the research team which included faculty of department 
of Noi Naadal and PG Scholars actively involved in Naadi research. During the pilot 
study it was ascertained that those cancer patients examined for Naadi almost always 
presented with Kaba vatham, Kaba pitham, Pitha kabam,etc., and the  presence of 
double line Guru Naadi. Therefore it was decided by the research team including the 
investigator to conclude such Naadi presenting patients as cancer probables and others 
as non cancer probables. Based on the above consensus reached, the principal 
investigator identified and declared the cancer and non cancer probables in a blinded 
fashion. 
 The gender distribution was not of much variation in that males were 42% 
and females were 58% precluding gender based bias in the diagnosis. Most of the 
cancer patients fell under the age group 50-70 and non cancer participants were 
mostly under 20-50 age group. Even though there is a difference in the majority age 
group, blinding of principal investigator has practically ruled out any bias amongst 
them. 
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 Topping the list among the types of cancer is the breast malignancy with 
27 patients (22.5%) next being the uterine cancer and oral cancer. Among the 27 
breast cancer patients the investigators sensitivity of detection is 74%. 
 The overall sensitivity of CA detection was statistically calculated from the 
total study population of 297 participants as 76.5% which can be explained in non 
technical terms as that the principal investigator was able to detect 7 cancer patients 
out of ten in the mixed study population correctly. The total cancer patients 
randomized to the investigator is 120; and 177 non cancer patients and subjects were 
presented is worth mentioning.  
 The specificity of cancer detection through the Naadi by the principal 
investigator was statistically calculated to be 78.5% .The principal investigator had a 
false positive detection of 21% and false negative detection of 22.5% which means 
out of 10 detected cancer cases, two cases of non cancer patients were declared to be 
of suffering from cancer. And among ten persons declared to be non cancer ones two 
patients were cancer patients with missed detection. 
 The probable reasons for false positivity barring the human error, could be 
the perception of  Kaba Naadi with prominence either because of  inter current 
respiratory illnesses, old age and the time of  Naadi assessment been two to four p.m. 
which is the Kabam period of diurnal variation. The old age and respiratory inter 
current illness could not be excluded by the principal investigator owing to the 
blinded procedure of clinical trial. 
 Concerning the false negative cases, the probable reasons could be the 
dampening of Kaba Naadi and bounding of Pitha Naadi due to the amenability of the 
cancer to the treatment like surgical removal of the affected parts and burning out of 
the lesions by virtue of chemotherapy, rendering the patients almost cured of cancer. 
This was observed by the research team while investigating the reason for false 
negativity. In all the four cases of liver cancer the Kaba Naadi was never prominent 
and Pitham was greater in amplitude than usual, which has led the principal 
investigator to false negativity.  
 The specificity of the cancer detection through the Guru Naadi by the 
principal investigator was statistically calculated to be of 88.4% and the sensitivity of 
the cancer detection through Guru Naadi was 66%. The principal investigator had a 
false positive detection of 11.2% and false negative detection of 32.5%. 
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 Certain Naadi patterns have a preponderance to manifest the underlying 
malignant conditions. For example, Naadi with Kabam as a component particularly in 
combination with Vatham and Pitham i.e., Kabavatham and Kabapitham have the 
greater preponderance to show up the underlying alarming condition which is cancer 
in this study. Normally the humor Kabam is implicated in the conditions of terminal 
illnesses and incurability which is substantiated by the quoting " §ºðÀ º£¾Á¡öò 
Ð¨¼òÐô " by Sage Theraiyar. Sathaga Naadi also states that the combination of 
Kabam with Vatham in any possible proportion, (i.e. Vatha Kabam and Kaba 
Vatham) is a state of incurability. The combination of Kaba Vatham in which Kabam 
is excess in seriously indicative of underlying alarming condition i.e. cancer in this 
study. 
 It is estimated from this study that, the sensitivity of detecting cancer by the 
investigator is 76.5%. When the Kabavatham Naadi was presented the probability of 
the presence of underlying incurable or serious malignant condition was 80.3%. When 
the Kabapitham Naadi was presented the probability of the presence of underlying 
incurable or serious malignant condition was 71%. The two Naadi patterns Kaba 
vatham and Kaba pitham themselves constituted 50% manifestation in the cancer 
group patients. In non-cancer patients Kabavatham and Kabapitham together 
constituted around 24% in the general study population. Much importance has been 
given for the double line Guru Naadi pulsation in the detection of cancer. Among the 
66% percentage of cancer patients who presented with doubleline gurunaadi the 
Kabavatham Naadi was co-presented in 80%. This finding substantiates the 
importance of double line Guru Naadi which is pathognomonic of underlying serious 
illness and here cancer in this study. But even in the absence of double line Guru 
Naadi, when the patient exhibited Kaba vatham the investigator confidently attributed 
to probable cancer diagnosis. This Kaba vatha Naadi finding happened to be accurate 
in the prediction of underlying serious illness (Cancer here) even when the double line 
Guru Naadi was not manifested. The Kaba Vatha Naadi was presented in 5.6% of the 
non cancer patients whereas in cancer patients it was presented by 34% of them. 
             In this study, the investigator attributed almost all Kaba Vatha Naadi 
manifesting participants as to be probable cases of cancer while doing so there was a 
false positivity of 80% though in a very small percentage of non-cancer patients and 
subjects whereas, all (41/41=100%) the cancer patients who exhibited Kaba Vatha 
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Naadi were picked up by the investigator as cancer probables without missing even a 
single case. Therefore it can be categorically stated that, the sensitivity of detecting 
cancer in Kaba Vatha Naadi exhibiting cancer patients was 100%. Therefore the Kaba 
Vatha Naadi when detected perfectly in cancer patients will be a perfect screening test 
for diagnosis. 
              Similarly in the case of Kaba Pitha Naadi the investigator had a sensitivity of 
92.5% in detecting the cancer patients in this study. Though there was false positivity 
while detecting with Kaba Pitham, this Naadi combination was presented only by a 
meagre 6.2% of normal subjects/non cancer patients. Because of the high sensitivity 
of Kaba Pitha Naadi in cancer, this Naadi pattern was also very useful in screening of 
the cancer patients. 
 Any screening test will serve its purpose when the sensitivity of the test is 
high, less expensive, less time consuming and could be done with simple skill and 
training. In this manner this Naadi examination is a perfect fit to be a screening test to 
detect alarming conditions like cancer. 
The salient points to detect the probable cancer cases are standardized as hereunder: 
 Presence of Kabavatha Naadi on repeated examinations excluding senility. 
 Presence of sharp beats of Kabam excluding the respiratory ailments. 
 Presenting of Kabapitha Naadi on repeated examinations. 
 Manifestation of double line beats of   Guru Naadi. 
When the above guidelines are followed, though it might be picking up some 
non cancer persons, the chance of missing cancer patients is very low. Hence Naadi 
examination following these guidelines is highly reliable as a screening test. 
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CONCLUSION 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Summarizing and analyzing the results of the randomized control study it is 
concluded that Naadi examination is a reliable tool of cost effective screening and 
diagnostic method. This study has thrown light over the early detection of cancer and 
other serious underlying illnesses thereby helping to institute total cure to such 
patients. Early detection of cancer through the above validated study will enable many 
patients to be cured completely giving a new lease of life.  
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ANNEXURE - 2 
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ANNEXURE - 3 
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ANNEXURE - 4 
Naadi Assessment form no – 1 
S.no. Name,age and sex Naadi felt Probable diagnosis 
A or  B 
Actual diagnosis Sign of Faculty 
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ANNEXURE - 5 
Naadi Assessment form no – 2 
S.No. Naadi  felt Probable Diagnosis A OR B Actual Diagnosis Sign of Faculty 
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ANNEXURE - 6 
  Naadi Assessment form no – 3 
S.no. Name, age sex Confirmed 
diagnosis 
Naadi felt     
by  
Investigator 
Naadi felt at 
cross 
investigation 
by other 
expert 
Probable 
diagnosis  
by Principal 
Investigator 
A or B 
Sign of 
Faculty 
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ANNEXURE - 7 
 
DEPARTMENT OF NOI NAADAL 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SIDDHA, CHENNAI – 47. 
A Study on Naadi Examination in Vippuruthi/Putru –  A Randomized and blinded 
Case Control Study. 
                          
   FORM IV - INFORMED WRITTEN CONSENT FORM 
 
                                  I …………………..exercising my free power of choice, hereby 
give my consent to be included as a subject in the diagnostic  trial entitled ― A study 
on  ―NAADI EXAMINATION IN VIPPURUTHI/PUTRU ‖. I may be asked to give 
urine and blood samples during the study.  
 
                I have been informed about the study to my satisfaction by the attending 
investigator about the purpose of this trail, the nature of study and the laboratory 
investigations. I also give my consent to publish my study  results in scientific 
conferences and reputed scientific journals for the betterment of clinical research.  
 
             I am also aware of my right to opt out of the trail at any time during the 
course of the trial without having to give the reasons for doing so. 
  
                          Signature /thumb impression of the patient  :  
   Date          : 
Name of the patient      :           
               Signature of the  investigator   :  
Date         :  
Head of  the Department    :       
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§¾º¢Â º¢ò¾ ÁÕòÐÅ ¿¢ÚÅÉõ, ¦ºý¨É-47. 
§¿¡ö ¿¡¼ø Ð¨È 
“Å¢ôÒÕ¾¢’’§¿¡¨Â ¿¡Ê ãÄõ ¸½¢ôÀ¾ü¸¡É ÁÕòÐÅ  ¬ö×” 
´ôÒ¾ø ÀÊÅõ 
¬öÅ¡ÇÃ¡ø º¡ýÈÇ¢ì¸ôÀð¼Ð 
    
¿¡ý   -ó¾ ¬ö¨Å ÌÈ¢ò¾ «¨ÉòÐ Å¢ÀÃí¸¨ÇÔõ §¿¡Â¡Ç¢ìÌ ÒÃ¢Ôõ 
Å¨¸Â¢ø ±ÎòÐ¨Ãò§¾ý ±É ¯Ú¾¢ÂÇ¢ì¸¢§Èý. 
 
 §¾¾¢ :                                                     ¨¸¦Â¡ôÀõ  : 
 -¼õ:                                                         
                                      ¦ÀÂ÷        : 
§¿¡Â¡Ç¢Â¢ý ´ôÒ¾ø 
 
¿¡ý,                                 ±ýÛ¨¼Â Í¾ó¾¢ÃÁ¡¸ §¾÷× ¦ºöÔõ 
¯Ã¢¨Á¨Âì ¦¸¡ñÎ    -íÌ ¾¨ÄôÀ¢¼ôÀð¼ “Å¢ôÒÕ¾¢’’§¿¡¨Â ¿¡Ê 
ãÄõ ¸½¢ôÀ¾ü¸¡É ÁÕòÐÅ ¬öÅ¢üÌ ±ý¨É ¯ðÀÎò¾ ´ôÒ¾ø 
«Ç¢ì¸¢§Èý. 
 
±ýÉ¢¼õ   -ó¾ÁÕòÐÅ ¬öÅ¢ý ¸¡Ã½ò¨¾Ôõ,   ÁÕòÐÅ ¬ö×ìÜ¼ 
ÀÃ¢§º¡¾¨É¸û ÀüÈ¢   ¾¢Õô¾¢ «Ç¢ìÌõ Å¨¸Â¢ø ¬ö× ÁÕòÐÅÃ¡ø 
Å¢Çì¸¢ì ÜÈôÀð¼Ð. 
                 
 ¿¡ý -ó¾ ÁÕòÐÅ ¬öÅ¢ý §À¡Ð ¸¡Ã½õ ±Ð×õ ÜÈ¡Áø, ±ô¦À¡ØÐ 
§ÅñÎÁ¡É¡Öõ  -ó¾ ¬öÅ¢Ä¢ÕóÐ   ±ý¨É Å¢ÎÅ¢òÐ ¦¸¡ûÙõ 
¯Ã¢¨Á¨Â ¦¾Ã¢ó¾¢Õì¸¢ý§Èý. 
 
   
¨¸¦Â¡ôÀõ   : 
 
           ¦ÀÂ÷        : 
 
§¾¾¢ :      º¡ðº¢ì¸¡Ã÷ ¨¸¦Â¡ôÀõ : 
 
-¼õ  :     ¦ÀÂ÷     :  
  
¯È×Ó¨È   : 
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ANNEXURE - 8 
DEPARTMENT OF NOI NAADAL 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SIDDHA, CHENNAI – 47. 
A Study on Naadi Examination in Vippuruthi/Puttru –  A Randomized and blinded 
Case Control Study. 
FORM IV- A - PATIENT INFORMATION SHEET 
PURPOSE OF RESEARCH AND BENEFITS: 
  The diagnostic research study in which your participation is proposed to 
assess a study on naadi examination in vippuruthi  patients. Knowledge gained from 
this study would be of benefit to patients suffering from such conditions for the 
diagnosis and prognosis. 
STUDY PROCEDURE: 
                You will be interviewed and examined as OP and IP patients at the study 
centre. At the first visit the physician will conduct a brief physical examination and 
assess the condition followed by Envagai thervu examination. After matching the 
inclusion criteria you will be included in this study and you will be examined on the 
basis of Envagai thervu. 
CONFIDENTIALITY: 
                      Your medical records will be treated with confidentiality and will be revealed 
only to other doctors / scientists.  The results of this study may be published in a 
scientific journal, but you will not be identified by your name. 
YOUR  PARTICIPATION AND YOUR RIGHTS: 
  Your participation in this study is voluntary and you may be withdrawn from 
this study anytime without having to give reasons for the same. You will be informed 
about the findings that occur during the study. If you do agree to take part in this 
study, your health record will need to made available to the investigators. If you 
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don‘t wish to participate at any stage, the level of care you receive will in no way to 
be affected.     
                      The Ethics committee cleared the study for undertaking at OPD and 
IPD, NIS. Should any question arise with regards to this study you contact following 
person. 
 
P.G student:  
Dr. R. Arivuoli,MD(S)- pg scholar 
Department of Noi Naadal 
National Institute of Siddha 
Chennai - 600 047. 
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                                          §¾º¢Â º¢ò¾ ÁÕòÐÅ ¿¢ÚÅÉõ, ¦ºý¨É-47. 
                                          §¿¡ö ¿¡¼ø Ð¨È 
“Å¢ôÒÕ¾¢ /ÒüÚ’’§¿¡¨Â ¿¡Ê ãÄõ ¸½¢ôÀ¾ü¸¡É ÁÕòÐÅ  ¬ö×” 
                                  §¿¡Â¡Ç¢Â¢ý ¾¸Åø ÀÊÅõ  
¬öÅ¢ý §¿¡ì¸Óõ ÀÂÛõ:   
¾¡í¸û Àí§¸üìÌõ இùÅ¡ö×   “Å¢ôÒÕ¾¢ /ÒüÚ’’§¿¡¨Â ¿¡Ê ãÄõ 
¸½¢ôÀ¾ü¸¡É ÁÕòÐÅ  ¬ö×” º¢ò¾  ÁÕòÐÅ  Ó¨ÈÂ¢ø §¿¡¨Â 
¸½¢ôÀ¾ü¸¡É µ÷ ¬ö×Ó¨È. -ùÅ¡ö× ¾í¸Ç¢ý §¿¡ö¸½¢ô¨À ÀüÈ¢Ôõ  
§¿¡Â¢ý   §À¡ì¨¸  ÀüÈ¢Ôõ «È¢Â ¯¾×õ. 
 ¬ö× Ó¨È: 
¾¡í¸û §¿÷¸¡½ø ÁüÚõ ÀÃ¢§º¡¾¨É¸Ç¢ý ãÄõ ¯û§¿¡Â¡Ç¢,  
¦ÅÇ¢§¿¡Â¡Ç¢ À¢Ã¢Å¢ø ¬ö× ¦ºöÂôÀÎÅ£÷¸û. Ó¾ø  §¿÷¸¡½Ä¢ý§À¡Ð 
¬öÅ¡ÇÃ¡ø ¯¼ø ÀÃ¢§º¡¾¨É ¦ºöÐ ÌÈ¢ôÀ¢ð¼ ÌÈ¢Ì½í¸û -ÕôÀ¢ý 
-ùÅ¡öÅ¢ü¸¡¸ ±ÎòÐì¦¸¡ûÇôÀÎÅ£÷¸û.  
 Áó¾½õ : 
¾í¸Ç¢ý ÁÕòÐÅ ¬Å½í¸û «¨ÉòÐõ ÁÕòÐÅ÷, ¬öÅ¡Ç÷ «øÄ¡¾ 
À¢ÈÃ¢¼õ ¦¾Ã¢Å¢ì¸ôÀ¼Á¡ð¼¡Ð. 
§¿¡Â¡Ç¢Â¢ý Àí¸Ç¢ôÒõ ¯Ã¢¨Á¸Ùõ: 
-ùÅ¡öÅ¢ø ¾í¸Ç¢ý Àí§¸üÒ ¾ýÉ¢î¨ºÂ¡ÉÐ. -ùÅ¡öÅ¢ø   ¾¡í¸û 
´òÐ¨Æì¸  -ÂÄÅ¢ø¨Ä¦ÂÉ¢ø  ±ô¦À¡ØÐ  §ÅñÎÁ¡É¡Öõ ¸¡Ã½õ ±Ð×õ 
ÜÈ¡Áø Å¢Ä¸¢ì¦¸¡ûÇÄ¡õ.   -ùÅ¡öÅ¢ý§À¡Ð «È¢ÂôÀÎõ   ¾¸Åø¸û  
¾í¸ÙìÌ  ¦¾Ã¢Å¢ì¸ôÀÎõ. §¿¡Â¡Ç¢Â¢ý  ´ôÒ¾Öì¸¢½í¸ §¿¡ö¸½¢ôÒ                        
Å¢ÅÃí¸¨Ç ¬öÅ¡Ç÷ ÀÂýÀÎò¾¢ì¦¸¡ûÅ¡÷. §¿¡Â¡Ç¢  ¬öÅ¢É¢¨¼§Â 
´òÐ¨Æì¸ ÁÚò¾¡Öõ ±ó¾ ¿¢¨ÄÂ¢Öõ  §¿¡Â¡Ç¢¨Â ¸ÅÉ¢ìÌõ Å¢¾õ 
À¡¾¢ì¸ôÀ¼ Á¡ð¼Ð. ¿¢ÚÅÉ ¦¿È¢Ó¨È ÌØÁõ (Institutional Ethical committee) 
§Áü¸ñ¼ ¬öÅ¢¨É §Áü¦¸¡ûÇ ´ôÒ¾ø «Ç¢òÐûÇÐ.                    
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¬ö× ÌÈ¢ò¾ ºó§¾¸í¸û  -ÕôÀ¢ý ¸£ú¸ñ¼ ¿À¨Ã ¦¾¡¼÷Ò ¦¸¡ûÇ×õ.  
 
Àð¼§ÁüÀÊôÀ¡Ç÷ :  
ÁÕ. þÃ¡.«È¢× ´Ç¢ MD(S) 
§¿¡ö ¿¡¼ø Ð¨È 
§¾º¢Â º¢ò¾ ÁÕòÐÅ ¿¢ÚÅÉõ,                
 ¦ºý¨É-47. 
Á¢ý «ïºø – drarivuoli@gmail.com                      
¦¾¡¨Ä§Àº¢ ±ñ- 7667182142 
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ANNEXURE - 9 
DEPARTMENT OF NOI NAADAL 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SIDDHA, CHENNAI – 47. 
A Study on Naadi  Examination in  Vippuruthi/Puttru – 
A Randomized and blinded Case Control  Study 
                
 FORM I - SCREENING AND SELECTION PROFORM 
      
1. O.P.No   ________      2.  I.P No ________   3.  Bed No: ________ 4. S.No: ________    
 
5. Name: ________________                     6. Age (years):                     7. Gender: M          
F 
 
8. Occupation: ____________________  9. Income: ____________________ 
 
10. Address:  
 
 
 
 
 
11. Contact Nos:  --------------------------------------------- 
 
12. E-mail          : ---------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                                                                                 
INCLUSION   CRITERIA                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                     
 YES    NO                                 
        1. Age 20-70yrs.                                                                                                                                
 
        2. Cancer patient 
                
        3. Healthy volunteers 
                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                 
 EXCLUSION CRITERIA                                                                  
YES        NO 
  
1. Age below 20 
 
2. Vulnerable group (Pregnancy, Lactation, Insane) 
                  
                   
        
            
       
          Date :                                          P.G Student                                            Faculty                                                 
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ANNEXURE - 10 
DEPARTMENT OF NOI NAADAL 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SIDDHA, CHENNAI – 47. 
A Study on Naadi Examination in Vippuruthi/Puttru - 
A Randomized and blinded Case Control Study 
FORM I A - HISTORY PROFORMA 
1. Sl.No of the case:   ________________ 
       
2. Name: ________________                                  Height: ______ cms    Weight: ______ Kg 
 
3. Age (years): _________   DOB            
       D    D        M M  Y    E    A   R 
4. Educational Status: 
 1) Illiterate        2) Literate           3) Student       4) 
Graduate/Postgraduate  
5. Nature of work:  
 
 1) Sedentary work 
 
 2) Field work with physical labour 
  
 3) Field work Executive 
 
6. Complaints and Duration:   
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
7. History of present illness:  
         
 _______________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
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8. History of   illness:                                              1. Yes               2.  No 
  
Systemic hypertension  
 
Ischemic heart disease                                                                            
 
          Hepatitis B and C                 
                                                                      
            Diabetes mellitus                                                              
 
            Bronchial asthma                                                              
 
       Past History:  
 
           Any drug allergy 
  
           Any surgeries  
 
           Any major illnesses 
 
History of   medications                 -            ------------------------------------------------ 
                                                                     ------------------------------------------------ 
      
 
9. Habits:  
                                                                        1. Yes               2.  No  
 
Smoker                                                                  
 
Alcoholic                                                
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Drug Addiction                                              
 
Betel nut chewer:                                                                          
 
Tea                                              
                                                                                                           
Coffee                           
  
Milk  
                                                                                       
             Tobacco and Pan chewing 
  
  DIET HISTORY 
 
Type of diet              V                                M                  
 
  VEGETARIAN FOODS                       1. Yes               2.  No 
               
               
NON VEGETARIAN FOODS       - 
 
10. Personal history: 
Marital status: Married         Unmarried 
              No. of children: Male: _____ Female: _____   
            Socio economic status: 
 
11. Family history:  
 History of carcinoma       --  
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            Others: 
12. Menstrual & Obstetric history: 
          Age at menarche _______ years 
 
          Gravidity                       Parity 
 
          Duration of the menstrual cycle: 
  
          Constancy of cycle duration:    1.Regular                       2.Irregular               
13. Occupational history: 
14. NOIUTRA KALAAM 
          
                                1. Kaarkaalam                             2.Koothirkaalam 
                                   (Aug15-Oct14)                         (Oct15-Dec14) 
                                     
                                3. Munpanikaalam                       4.Pinpanikaalam 
                                   (Dec15-Feb14)                          (Feb15-Apr14)             
 
                                5. Ilavenirkaalam                        6.Muthuvenirkaalam  
                                   (Apr15-June14)                         (June15-Aug14) 
15. NOI UTRA NILAM 
                          1. Kurunji                           2. Mullai                          3. Marutham 
                         (Hilly terrain)                         (Forest range)                       (Plains) 
 
                         4. Neithal                            5. Paalai 
                          (Coastal belt)                       (Desert) 
 
 
    
       Date  :                                          P.G Student                                           Faculty 
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ANNEXURE - 11 
DEPARTMENT OF NOI NAADAL 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SIDDHA, CHENNAI – 47. 
A Study on Naadi Examination in Vippuruthi/Puttru –  A 
Randomized and blinded Case Control Study 
FORM II - CLINICAL ASSESSMENT 
1. Serial No: ________    
 
2. Name: ________________ 
            
3. Date of birth:  
             D  D      M M        Y    E    A   R 
 
4. Age:   _______ years          
 
5. Date:  ___________                                                      
 
GENERAL EXAMINATION: 
1. Height: ________ cms.   BMI ______ (Weight Kg/ Height m2) 
 
 2. Weight (kg):                                                    
        
3. Temperature (°F):         
  
4. Pulse rate:                                          
 
5. Heart rate:        
 
6. Respiratory rate:                              
  
            7. Blood pressure:                                    
                                      
             8. Pallor:                                                         
 
9. Jaundice:                                                            
 
10. Cyanosis:                                                            
           
11. Lymphadenopathy:                                    
 
12. Pedal edema:                                                
  
13. Clubbing:                                                                       
 
14. Jugular vein pulsation 
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SIDDHA SYSTEM OF EXAMINATION 
[1] ENVAGAI THERVU [EIGHT-FOLD EXAMINATION] 
I. NAADI (KAI KURI) (RADIAL PULSE READING) 
 (a)  Naadi Nithanam (Pulse Appraisal) 
 1. Kaalam (Pulse reading season)      
                        1. Kaarkaalam                                     2.Koothirkaalam 
                               (Rainy season)                                 (Autumn) 
 
                            3. Munpanikaalam                              4.Pinpanikaalam 
                                (Early winter)                                    (Late winter) 
 
                            5. Ilavenirkaalam                                6.Muthuvenirkaalam  
                                (Early summer)                                  (Late summer)        
 
  2. Desam (Climate of the patient‘s habitat) 
 
                                      1.Veppam kuraivu                         2. Veppam miguthi 
                                                          
 
3. Vayathu (Age)          1. 1 - 33yrs                         2. 34-66yrs              3. 67-100yrs 
 
 
4. Udal Vanmai (General body condition) 
 
                                     1. Iyyalbu                        3. Valivu                      4.Melivu 
                                     (Normal built)                  (Robust)                       (Lean) 
                                 
5. Panbu (Nature) 
                            1. Thannadai                      2. Puranadai           3.Illaitthal 
                               (Playing in)                       (Playing out)                    (Feeble) 
                            
                             4. Kathithal                        5.Kuthithal                        6.Thullal 
                               (Swelling)                          (Jumping)                          (Frisking)  
 
                            7. Azhutthal                       8. Padutthal      9. Kalatthal 
                                (Ducking)                          (Lying)                            (Blending) 
 
                           10. Munnokku        11. Pinnokku  12. Pakkamnokku 
                               (Advancing)                     (Flinching)                        (swerving) 
 
                          13. Suzhalal  
                              (Revolving) 
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(b) Naadi nadai (Nature of Pulse ) 
 
                   1. Vali                  2. Azhal          3. Iyyam 
                    
                   4. Vali Azhal 5. Azhal Vali          6. Iyya Vali 
 
                   7. Vali Iyyam 8. Azhal Iyyam         9. Iyya Azhal 
             
Time: ______ AM/PM        V P K             Date:                                 
 
Patient Position during pulse examination:  
 
____________________________________ 
 
Left  HAND : [FEMALE]                                                 Right   HAND:[MALE] 
 
Vatham       Normal      +           -                                    Vatham       Normal      +      - 
Pitham        Normal      +           -                                    Pitham         Normal      +      -      
Kapham      Normal      +           -                                    Kapham      Normal      +     -       
 
 
Left:  V-   1   2   3   4   5                                                      Right: V-   1   2   3   4   5                                                       
          P -   1   2   3   4   5                                                                  P -   1   2   3   4   5                                                      
          K-    1   2   3   4   5                                                                K-    1   2   3   4   5                                                      
 
Naadi Diagnosis –GURU NAADI  - 
 
III.NAA (TONGUE) 
 
1. Maa Padinthiruthal       1. Present                     2. Absent 
       (Coatedness)      
 
2. Niram                            1.Karuppu                     2. Manjal                      3. Veluppu 
   (Colour)                            (Dark)                           (Yellow)                          (Pale) 
 
3. Suvai        1.Pulippu                2. Kaippu             3. Inippu          
   (Taste sensation)              (Sour)                           (Bitter)                           (Sweet) 
 
4. Vedippu                        1. Absent              2. Present              
    (Fissure)        
 
5. Vai neer ooral              1.Normal                    2. Increased            3.Reduced 
   (Salivation)        
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IV.NIRAM (COMPLEXION)    
 
                                    1. Karuppu            2.Manjal              3.Veluppu 
                                              (Dark)                   (Yellowish)                (Fair) 
                                   
 
V. MOZHI (VOICE) 
                                 1. Sama oli                        2 Urattha oli            3.Thazhntha oli  
                                  (Medium pitched)            (High pitched)             (Low pitched) 
 
VI. VIZHI (EYES) 
1. Niram (Venvizhi) 
     (Discolouration) 
                                     1. Karuppu            2. Manjal 
                                        (Dark)                                             (Yellow) 
 
                                     3. Sivappu            4.Veluppu   
                                        (Red)                                               (White) 
                             
                                     5. No Discoloration         
 
2. Kanneer                   1.Normal          2. Increased            3.Reduced 
    (Tears) 
 
3. Erichchal                                 1.Present          2. Absent 
     (Burning sensation) 
 
4. Peelai seruthal                         1.Present          2. Absent 
(Mucus excrements) 
 
II. MEI KURI (PHYSICAL SIGNS) 
 
1. Veppam                    1. Mitham           2. Migu                 3. Thatpam 
      (Warmth)                   (Mild)                       (High)                       (Low)      
 
2. Viyarvai                   1. Increased           2. Normal      3. Reduced 
      (Sweat)        
             
3. Thodu vali               1. Absent           2. Present 
     (Tenderness) 
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VII. MALAM (STOOLS) 
1. Niram                     1. Karuppu                      2. Manjal 
   (Color)                         (Dark)                                (Yellowish) 
 
                                    3. Sivappu                      4. Veluppu 
                                            (Reddish)                           (Pale) 
 
2. Sikkal                           1. Present                      2. Absent  
   (Constipation) 
 
3. Sirutthal                             1. Present                       2. Absent  
    (Poorly formed stools) 
 
4. Kalichchal                                       1. Present                      2. Absent 
   (Loose watery stools)  
 
5. Seetham                        1. Present                       2. Absent 
    (Watery and mucoid excrements) 
 
6. Vemmai                                            1. Present                      2. Absent  
     (Warmth) 
 
7. History of  habitual  constipation    1. Present                       2. Absent 
 
8. Passing  of        a) Mucous         1. Yes                        2. No 
                              
                              b) Blood            1. Yes                             2. No 
 
 
VIII. MOOTHIRAM (URINE) 
(a) NEER KURI (PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS) 
 
1. Niram (colour) 
 
Niramattrathu                Paal pondra cheezh               Karuppu 
(Colourless)      (Milky purulent)    (black) 
 
Sivappu                         Pachai                                     
(Red)      (Greenish)     
 
    
 2. Manam (odour)              Yes  No 
 
Theenattram(Ammonical)      
 
Pazha manam(Fruity)       
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Others      : _________________________ 
3. Edai (Specific gravity)                                       Yes  No 
 
Iyalbu (1.010-1.025)                                     
(Normal)    
Migu thadithu irangal(>1.025)                        
(High Specific gravity)  
Laesathuvamaga irangal (<1.010)                            : 
Low Specific gravity   
 Laesathuvam&Seeraga irangal(1.010-1.012): 
Low and fixed Specific gravity  
4. Alavu(volume)             Yes  No 
Iyalbu (1.2-1.5 lt/day)  
(Normal)                                 
Athineer (>2lt/day)   
(Polyuria)                                         
 Kuraineer (<500ml/day)   
(Oliguria) 
 
5. Nurai(froth)              Yes  No 
Niramatrathu (Clear)       
 
Kalangalanathu(Cloudy                                                              
 
6. Enjal (deposits)                                         :         Yes                    No   
 
                                                                                     
(b) NEI KURI (oil spreading sign) 
                                1. Aravam           2. Aazhi  
                                (Serpentine fashion)                                (Ring) 
                                 
                                3. Muthu           4. Aravil Mothiram 
                                (Pearl beaded appear)                           (Serpentine in ring fashion)                                   
                            
                               5.  Aravil Muthu                      6. Mothirathil Muthu  
                               (Serpentine and Pearl patterns)               (Ring in pearl fashion) 
 
                              7.  Mothirathil Aravam                  8. Mellena paraval                                            
                               (Ring in Serpentine fashion)                   (Slow spreading)                  
                             9. others:__________________ 
 
 
 [2]. MANIKADAI NOOL (Wrist circummetric sign)       :  _____ fbs 
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 [3]. IYMPORIGAL /IYMPULANGAL 
       (Penta sensors and its modalities) 
                                                                             1. Normal        2. Affected 
1.  Mei  (skin)              
 
2.  Vaai (Mouth/ Tongue)            
 
3.  Kan (Eyes)              
 
4.  Mookku (Nose)                    
 
 5.  Sevi (Ears)                                 
[4]. KANMENTHIRIYANGAL /KANMAVIDAYANGAL  
               (Motor machinery and its execution) 
                                     1. Normal        2. Affected 
 
1. Kai (Hands)       
  
2. Kaal (Legs)                
 
3. Vaai (Mouth)        
 
4. Eruvai (Anal)        
 
5. Karuvaai (Birth canal)  
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[5]. YAKKAI (SOMATIC TYPES) 
 
      Vatha constitution  
 
        Pitha constitution        Kaba constitution  
Lean and lanky built  
 
Hefty proximities  
of limbs  
 
Cracking sound of 
 joints on walking  
 
Dark and thicker  
eye lashes   
 
Dark and  
light admixed  
complexion  
 
Split hair  
 
Clear words  
 
Scant appetite for  
cold food items  
 
Poor strength  
despite much eating  
 
Loss of libido  
 
In generosity    
  
Sleeping with eyes  
half closed  
Thin covering of  
bones and joints  
by soft tissue  
 
Always found with 
warmth, sweating  
and offensive body   
odour  
 
Wrinkles in the skin  
 
Red and yellow  
admixed complexion  
 
Easily suffusing eyes  
due to heat and alcohol  
 
Sparse hair with greying 
  
Intolerance to hunger, 
 thirst and heat  
 
Inclination towards  
perfumes like sandal  
 
Slender eye lashes  
 
Pimples and moles are  
plenty 
 
Plumpy joints and limbs 
  
Broad forehead and chest  
 
Sparkling eyes with clear  
sight  
 
Lolling walk  
 
Immense strength  
despite poor eating  
 
High tolerance to hunger,  
thirst and fear  
 
Exemplary character  
with good memory power 
  
More liking for sweet  
taste  
 
Husky voice     
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RESULTANT SOMATIC TYPE: _____________________________ 
 
[6] GUNAM 
 1. Sathuva Gunam                    2. Rajo Gunam                   3. Thamo Gunam     
 
[7] UYIR THATHUKKAL 
  A. VALI     
                                                                    1. Normal       2. Affected 
1. Praanan                                                                   
(Heart centre)         
2. Abaanan                                                             
(Matedial of muladhar centre)                                 
3. . Viyaanan                                                         
(Throat centre) 
                                   
4. Udhaanan                              
(Forehead centre) 
5. Samaanan                                         
    (Navel centre) 
6. Naahan                                         
(Higher intellectual function) 
7. Koorman                                         
(Air of yawning) 
8. Kirukaran                                        
(Air of salivation and nasal scretions) 
9. Devathathan                                     
(Air of laziness) 
10. Dhananjeyan                   
   (Air that acts on death) 
 
 B. AZHAL 
                                                                  1. Normal                2. Affected 
 
1. Anala pittham             
    (Gastric juice) 
2. Ranjaka pittham                         
        (Haemoglobin) 
3. Saathaka pittham                   
     (Life energy) 
4. Prasaka pittham             
       (Bile)  
5. Aalosaka pittham               
       (Aqueous Humour) 
 
 
 C. IYYAM 
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                                                 1. Normal          2. Affected                                     
1. Avalambagam          
        (Serum) 
2. Kilethagam                                                         
        (saliva) 
3. Pothagam                           
       (lymph) 
4. Tharpagam                     
       (cerebrospinal fluid) 
5. Santhigam          
       (Synovial fluid) 
 
 
 
[8] UDAL THATHUKKAL 
 
 
1.Saram         - 
2.Cenneer        - 
3.Oon            - 
4.Kozhuppu  - 
5.Enbu           - 
6.Moolai       - 
7.Sukkilam/Suronitham - 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Date :                                          P.G Student                                            Lecture 
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ANNEXURE - 12 
DEPARTMENT OF NOI NAADAL 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SIDDHA, CHENNAI – 47. 
A Study on Naadi Examination in Vippuruthi/Puttru –  A  Randomized and blinded 
Case Control Study. 
  
FORM-III-DOCUMENTATION OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 
 
1. O.P No: ________   Lab.No________   Serial No________ 
 
2. Name: ________________ 
 
       
3.Date  of  birth :  
             D  D      M  M        Y    E    A   R 
4. Age :   _______ years          
 
5. Date  of  assesssment: ____________________ 
 
       
 
                          OTHER   INVESTIGATIONS: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Date s :                                          P.G Student                                           Faculty        
 
 
 
 
 
